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Earthquake hazards
on fault to be analyzed

'

Madrid fault, which runs along
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)- The
director of the Tennessee Earth- • the Mississippi River from
_quake Information Center saYs- Cairo,-111,, to-Memphis, poses an
it's about time someone planned
increasing earthquake threat.
for a major quake through the
The Federal Emergency
..1..Management Agency has allotnation's midsection.
"There just hasn't been much
ted $300,000 for setting up a
thought given to what.will hap- seven-state consortium to
pen," Arch_ Johnston said
analyze earthquake_ hazards in
the region.
Wednesday.
The agency' will also directGeologists say the New

planning for how to deal with a
major quake, and Johnston said
it will 4111-a long-standing need.
"There's going to be a lot of
major damage and we aren't going to be able to bring in help
from the neighboring communities because they are going
to be hit too,':- tie said. .
The last - series of major
quakes along the fault occurred
in 1811 and 1812 when Reelfoot
Lake in Northwest Tennessee
was created.
The quak in 1812 registered 8.6
on the Richter Scale, stronger
'than the famous San Francisco
earthquake of 1906 which
registered 8.3.
Mrs. Madden, grand jury
Johnston said a catastrophic typist Marlene Halsey, former
eat,' liquae similar to-Tthejunk dealer Philip Ray Jeter
18114812 quakes could destroy
and Lambert, a close friend and
fofmer business associate of ex- - buildings and bridges and rip
open fuel_ pipelines throughout
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., had
the region.
been charged with conspiracy.
--A-1974-b-t-ficty said there would
obstruction of justice aud theft
be thousands of casualties," he
ATKINS IS RIDER NUMBER 50.000 - Reams Atkins, Lakeway Trailer'Court, will be riding the
of government property. Mrs.
said. "Without bridges, MemMurray-Calloway Transit Authority bus this week atno charge as partrif the ceiphcation of the transit
Halsey also is charged with
phis is ail island.aysteints 50-.000th rider since its- eatablishmentin 1980. The trandit system is funded by matching-city
contempt.
Johnston said too little thought
and county funds,federal funds and fare revenue. Congratulating Atkins are (from left) Mayor Holmes
In his closing argument
has been given to how to get
Ellis, Atkins, rete Whaley, transit board chairman, Melissa Smith, driver, and County Judge ExWednesday, defense attorney
rescue and medical personnel
ecutive George Weeks.
Frank Haddad, noted that the
intb the area.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
government didn't know about
"If its a really major quake,"
-the leak until Lambert and Mrs.
_Madden turned in the new. he said, "the airports won't be
useable and highways aren't gotranscript and some of the carin to 1.3.e much use,*
He said, he hopes the new
dad concluded, the pair commitagency will be set lip in Memled a public service, not a crime.
phis and will work toward
upgrading construction start_
_
dards to improve-the -dattity--of
public buildings.
'"No one is required to build
earthquake resistance into a
building now," he said. "Some
of the lenders have been requirabout two months. Attorneys on
CHAVANOOGA, Tenn.(AP) Denton's pick, Elbert Peters.
best interest of the country,"
ing it before they'll finance new
both. sidts were given a total of
Harrington said he wasn't
- John B. Waters Jr. may be the
ddim that
bout
Harringto
poliu
neas
lai
bda,ckagro
55 days to-file_written briefsand_, construction.
arotknd when Baker recorn_ -_
Sen. Howard
•chttice
U.Sof
and
You rerinksaYina.chatatVh--j- .19Kker --Ye. toe the upeoming -mended' that Cluziess
responses.- Deaz1--(quaReetions-are-eeneidered.
not going to have damage, but if
Jr. be nominated to the TVA
vacancy on• the Tennessee
"It may be that Waters is the
The businessmen - B.F.
you build earthquake- resistanee
Valley Authority board of direc- 'board and named chairman in 'best guy for the job, but I don't
Reed, 86, of Drift in Floyd Counbite a building, it's not going to
1981. 'Reagan nominated Dean
tors, bit his nomination by
knotv that.- I've not even talked
ty and Howard Norrell, 63, of
_collapse. The occupants aren't President Reagan is not a cer- for both posts, and he was conto him," Harrington said.
Frankfort - paid Stumbo
going to be trapped. They're go- tainty, a White House firmed by the Senate.
The presidential assistant aid
$200,000 and $100,000, respectiveing .to be able to get out," he spokesman says.
"The problem comes when
the field of candidates wilt; be
ly, in the final month of the 1983
said.
you get several Senators recofnJohn Harrington, assistant to
narrowed to five, and then HarrDemocratic primary.
mending different candidates.
the president for presidential
ington will choose the best canAt issue wag whether the
personnel, said about 20 can- 'Then we are forced to walk the
didate and submit his name to payments were loans to Die canline and find out what is in the
didates are being considered for
the president.
didate and amounted to conthe TVA job.
tributions, and whether Stumbo
"Sen. Baker is la. strong friend
illegally "commingled" someof
of the president p.nd of the adthe money with his personar
ministration," Harrington said.
bank funds.
"His recoMmendation is not
The defense argument was
taken tightly. But it Is hot
that, even if the payments were
automatic.
loans. the J.S. Supreme Court
"There are approximately 20
has ruled that candidates have a
WASHINGTON (AP)- Presicandidates for this job. We are
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A?) - 'moving ahead with the Career
constitutional right to borrow
dent Reagan begins the first leg
interviewing all the candidates. Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
Ladder committee outlined by
money for their campaigns.
of, his 11,000-mile journey to
These are presidential appoint- vowed to press for educational
the General Assembly.
China today with a stop at a
ments and we review each canreform despite "probably the
"The carper ladder is the ly
Washington state timber eondidate. Every oneff them has a
most difficult time for state . practical means by vihi
we
glomerate that is helping the
strong senatorial interest.government since the Great
can
assure
that
o
best
Chinese replant their depleted ' Last Thursday, Baker recom- Depression."
teachers are paid mo
nearly
forests.
mended that Reagan nominate
what
they
are
worth
*she
said.
"We
have
to
face
up
to
the
Reagan planned to visit a log
Waters, a Sevierville attorney,
The governor
called for
plight of our-Schools," Mrs. Colexpert facility operated by the
to the TVA post that becomes
an-examination • -the-problems
WeyerhaeudEr Cd. al Tacoma; vacant May 18 when S.-David /Ms-Mid a meeting of-the Kentticky Broadcasters' Association 'of higher educ o
rounds fired at the helicopter,"
Wash., and to address trade inFreeman's term expires.
here on Wednesday.
said Sen. J. Bennett Johnston,
dustry representatives at the
Harrington said othe,r
D-La., who Was aboard the craft
Weyerhaeuser headquarters.
-Mrs. Collins said, she would
"strong" recommendations
Wednesday with Sen. Lawton
The White House said the
have been made by Sen. shortly, select her Governor's
president was visiting
Council on Educational Reform
Jeremiah Denton, R-Ala., and
Chiles, D-Fla. The two men were
e Section
16 Pages
Weyerhaeuser because it exto, develop a ,-positive plan of
Maureen Reagan, who serves as
on a fact-finding mission in
ssifieds
14.. 15
ports
wood
products to China
action."
a liaison between. the
Honduras.
omics
14,. 16
and is helping _China with a
Committee
Republican National
"I am appointing this commisNo injuries were reported
Crosswofds
9
reforestatidn project.
and GOP women's groups.
sion to develop a plan for the
among the nine passengers and
Dear Abby
8
Reagan Will not actually arHarrington declined to
future," Mrs. Collins said. "No
six erew members aboard the
Oarrott.s Galley..3
rive in China until a week from
disclose the mites of all those
e
a 'plan which will be for
Horoscope
. .
5
two aircraft. There was no of- today.
he
under consideration, but
year, or two years or even our
4, 5, 6. 7
Murray
Today
ficial confirmation of the source
From Tacoma, he planned to
ackpowledged they include Ms.
can
years. 'but• something
-Obituaries
16
Of the fire, Which Johnston said go to his ranch near Santa BarReagan's choice, • Tennessee
look at for 10 years in K tucky.
Perspective
3
came •"presumably from bara for three days of rest and
Commissioner of Human SerI think we need to pl ahead."
Sports —
12, 13
Salvadoran guerrillas.
further preparation for the trip.
vices Sammie Lynn Puett, and
Mrs. Collins also/ id she was

Jury acquits Lambert, Madden,
typist;,convictAjunk dealer•

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Lexington socialite Anita Mad-den;-nightelutuowner-James P.Lambert and a -former- federal
court typist were acquitted late
_thie morning of conspiring to
1-e_a_k_ _s_e_cre t grand- Ittry
testimony.
But Lexington junk dealer
Phillip Ray Jeter was convicted of obstruction of justice, theft of
government property and conspiracy in the case.
- •
The verdicts were handed
down by a U.S. District:court
jury after about six hours of
_The • `ti
resumed deliber
deliberations.tions today in an attempt to
reach a conclusion in the case.

kiential assistant says
candates
i considered
being
id
i
for TVA-'s director position

Elections registry hears-3tumboloans testimony
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Grady Stumbo said Tuesday
that
sold business assets to
get$300,000 for his-gubernatorial
Campaign last year• and took
great- care '16"ti ensure. no
CaMpaign=finance Taw-d--Were
-broken._
Neither he nor the two
businessmen involved in the
transactions"wanted to circumvent, or be cute, or in any way
violate the law," Stumbotestified at a hearing before the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance. "No one lost anything
in this campaign except Grady
Stumbo. I'm the one who lost."
The hearing was,ordered last
month In--determine whether
there was evidence of "willful
. violations" of laws,limiting individual campaign contributions
to $3,000.
No decision was expected for

Reagan
sets out
or C ina
fh

Collins is developing
positive education plan

Helicopter, Senators
forced down by gunfire e
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
CAP)- One of two U.S. senators
whoSehelicopter was hit by gun- „
fire and _forced down in Honduras says hundreds of shots
were fired at the craft by :'a nest
of guerrilllis.'w
A second helicopter carrying
.Diana Negroponte, wife of U.S.
Ambassador John Negroponte,
- also was fired upon but was not
hit in the attack, which occurred
near the border With El
Salvador.
"This was not a single gun. We
figure there were hundreds of
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Khadafy orders byans
to sit out Lond n seige
•

-

.1.

EMBASSY TAKkOL'ER - Police vehicles and
headquarters said a gunman. firing fr
,ii "III
ambulances near the Libyan People's Bureau • bassy window, sprayed_ subtinu•hineglin fire at
(or Embassy);-are -shown in London- aftrr a
students deeponitrating against 1A14an leader
students and a policewoman were injured. A
AP Laserphoto
spokesman at London's Scotland Yard police

W e Times of London quoted
LONDON (AP) - Libyan
identified Libyan sources in
leader Col. Moammar Khadafy
ndon today as saying Khadafy
was reported today to have
ordered' the Libyan diplomats/ -was kr hourly telephone and
radio contact with the embassy,
and student radicals in his coup'.
where a gunman on Tuesday
try's besieged London embatisy
fired on a peaceful *demonstralice
to wait out the British
-tton -• by 70 anti-Khadafy
"even if it takes a year.'
protesters. .
As the standoff!MY d into its
A British policewoman was
third day, police
rpshooters
killed in the attack and 11 pro=
appeared'to be
/
p eparing for a
testers were injured.Six of the
long siege of the five-story
woUnded twere reported in stable
building. 'T ucks' carrying
condition today at Westminster
heaters, office equipment- and
Hospital.
.
hatstands arrived on the Scene
Shortly after the - shooting,
this morning. • •
----46144,-.4"1,-----LuW4W44 .1413Y.-411 Altietak-,- -necessary." said Richard Wells, .circled the British Embassy in
Tripoli, but on Wednesday the
the deputy assistant _commisBriththanthassador and 24 other
stoner at Scotland Yard. 'We
WV/14446-citee
-heilh;-.:_ AilettneWIRAW0-10040to leave the mission, the British
ing this matter to an end without
, Foreign Office said. .•
any further bloodshed"

•
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partly cloudy Thursday: Tonight will
be partly cloudy with lows
in the low to mid 40s. Light
wind.-Priday will be part-'
ly sunny and continued
mild. Highs in the mid to
upper 60s. East to northeast winds 10 to 10-mph.
LAKE LEVELS
357.7
Kentucky Lake .
357.9
Barkley Lake
Vol t ME 105 NO,93
MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribes

who

hose

not

received their home delivered
, copy of Tbs Ow,
& 144•_s
by 3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
• to call 713-1,1t betweer;
p.n. sin•p.a., Mtn* Om.hiden.
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Exclusive Emeritus Club
at MSU to gather April 27

Local woman hospitalized after accident
A local woman is in serious
but stable condition today in a
Memphis, Tenn. hospital as the
result of injuries she-suffered-in
a one-vehicle accident on Kentucky 94, four miles east of Murray yesterday.
Betty Cassity, 53. Route 3, was
east bound on Kentucky 94 when

she ran off the road, swerved
back across the,road and struck
two trees, according to Richard
Wright of the Kentucky State
Police.
Members of the Murray Fire
Department responded with its
rescue vehicle to extract Cassity
from the automobile.
She was taken by ambulance

to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital but was transferred by
helicopter to Methodist Hospital
in Memphis at 6:20 p.m.
The accident was investigated
by Kentucky State Police
Trooper Joe Oakley and the
Calloway County
Department.

Sheriff's

Schools select outstanding teachers here
.

•

As part of her commitment to
Jane Sisk; Southwest Calloway
recognize outstanding contribuElementary. Jean Cooper; East
tions and achievement in the
Calloway Elementary, Dolly
Redick; and- Murray High
field of education, Alice
School,
Mark Etherton.
McDonkld. superintendent of Teachers in the other city and
public instruction, has establishcounty schools chose not to pared the Kentucky Outstanding
ticipate in the program.
Teacher Award Program.
, Each sChool's outstanding
Several Calloway County and
teacher was elected by secret
Murray schools. are parballot of certified staff members
ticipating in the program and
in that particular school. Winhave chosen outstanding
ners are those teachers who
teachers from within their own
received a majority of votps
schools.
submitted.
Local participating schools
McDonald explains that- the
and the teachers they have
purpose of the outstanding
chosen as outstanding areteacher award is to recognize
Calloway County High School, one teacher in each of Ken-

tucky's public 'schools who exemplifies excellence in teaching
and inspires students of. all
backgrounds and abilities to
learn.

Library to close:
Easter obsemanee
The Calloway County Public
Library will be closed Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, April 20,
21, and 22, in observance of the
Easter Holiday, according to
Margaret • Trevathan, director.
The library-will reopen on Monday, April 23, at 9 a.m. on its
regular schedule.

The newest members of Murray State University's exclusive
Emeritus Club will be honored
on the campus at a luncheon on
Friday, April 27.
Membership in the Emeritus
Club is attained by alumni of the
institution upon the 50th anniversary of their graduation.
The class of 1934 has earned
membership this year.
Scheduled for 11:30 a.m.in the
Pogue Library, the luncheon is
one of the activities planned for
Alumni Weekend. The highlight
of events on Saturday, April 28,
will be the inauguration of Dr.
Kala M. Stroup as the university's seventh president,
Dr. James Hocker Mason,
member of the '34 class and a
retired professor of English at
Indiana State University, will
address his fellow graduates at
the luncheon.
Mason, a resident of West
Terre Haute, Ind., was named a
Distinguishen. Alumnus of Murray State in 1974, He is a
graduate of Mayfield High
School and earned his master's
and dottorate degrees from
George Peabody College,
Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Stroup will welcome the
guests. Dan Shipley of Murray,
outgoing president of the Alumni
Association, will present the
50-year graduates with
Emeritus Club membership
certificates.
Rex Thompson of Pachteah,
the incoming Alumni Association president, will preside at
the luncheon. Molly Ross of
Murray, formerly of Mayfield, a
senior voice major, will lead the
guests in a memories sing-along.
Mrs. Donna G. Herdon, director of alumni affairs, said
friends of the new- Emeritus
Club are welcome to attend. She
added- that previous Emeritus
Club inductees and faculty

•

members from that era are
especially urged to join in the
reunion.
Of the 121 graduates in the
class, 76 are living and 35 are
deceased. The Alumni Office is
seeking the help of class
members to determine the
whereabouts of the other 10.
Reservations for the lunchecn
and other Alumni Weekend
events are now being taken.
Luncheon tickets are $6.50.
Tickets for the Saturday alumni
banquet, scheduled at 7 p.m. in
the Curris Center, are $7 per
person. For more information or
to make reservations, contact

the Office of Alumni Affairs,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone (502)
762-3737, or visit the office on the
fourth floor of Sparks Hall.
(Editor's note: Ten members
of the class of 1934 make their
homes in Murray. They are:
Maurice Parker Christopher,
Dulcie May Swann Douglass,
Marshall Callis Henry, William
Holman Jones, Elsie Windsor
Kivett, Prentice and Mazy Lou
Waggoner Lasssiter, Carrie Redden Wyatt Pittman, Onyx Bernard .Ray and Louise Miller
Shoemaker.
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Key represents county
with KWW's directors
One of three members elected
to serve two-year terms on the
Kentucky's Western Waterland
Board of Directors is Stan Key
from Murray.
As a result of the election, held
by mail in early April, Key will
represent Calloway County with
the lakes-oriented promotional organization. Key is with the
-Continuing Education Program
at Murray State University and
has for several years been active with the Murray Tourist

tic

Commission. He is a past chairman of that organization and
currently serves on its board.
Kentucky's Western
Waterland's Annual Meeting
will be held at the Executive Inn
in Paducah on June 19. Special
plans this year include a reception with entertainment by Murray
. State University's "Sing
Out. Kentucky" group.
_ „
Keynote speaker at the dinner
will be Gene Childress from
Kentucky State University.
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Contents of
truck saved
after fire
The Murray Fire Department
last night extinguished a fire on
a truck owned by Paschall
Truck Lines. The incident occurred on U.S 641 South near the
Central Shopping Center at 10:49
p.m.
A spokesman for Paschall
reports today that an axle bearing caught fire on the truck
driven by Vernon K. Warner.
Warner was not injured and
there was no damage to the contents of the truck, the
spokesman said.

Field fire
results in
acreage loss
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The Calloway County FireRescue Squad was called to the
scene of a field fire yesterday
afternoon near Stella.
Squad spokesman Eddie Stone
reports about one acre of wooded area near the residence of
Jess Futrell was burned. The
fire also caused minor damage
to a nearby body shop.
The fire occurred about one
mile off of Kentucky 121 at
Stella.
The squad responded with six
volunteers and one truck.
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Local contributors join
those behind McConnell
From staff, AP reports
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Jefferson County Judge executive Mitch McConnell
seems to have all but landed the
Republican nomination for the
U.S. Senate race in Kentucky.
However, several big-name contributors are banking on him
progressing on into Congress.
With their help, McConnell
raised $180,880 during the first
1984 quarter of his campaign.
After the primary, McConnell
expects to receive about $210,000
from the National Republican
Senatorial Committee.
The latest reports show that
Texas oil man Nelson Bunker
Hunt hosted a barbecue this
week at his Circle T Ranch near
Dallas with McConnell as the
guest of honor. Admission was
$500 a couple.
_

Attention Cablevision Customers
TOMORROW IS THE LAST DAY TO SAVE MOO CONNECTION CHARGES
We have been working hard to bring you our new expanded services. Many of
you are already enjoying the benefits of round the clock sports, 24 hour news and
weather information, uninterrupted movies and wholesome family entertainment.
You have one more day to pick up your channel selectors and add our new
expanded services At our special connection rates. It's not too late to enjoy special
premium entertainment from HBO, Cinemax and The Disney Channel, or to add
another television connection or add our special remote channel selector option and
Onnection charges.
FREE CONNECTION TO CABLEVIS1ON'S
EXPANDED SERVICES UNTIL FRIDAY, APRIL 20,
1984.
Just come into the Cable Store or contact our
office before 5 p.m. tomorrow to add your new
Cablevision services. To qualify, you must live in
the Murray Cablevision service area. Identification
and refundable,channel selector deposit may be
required. .
After tomorrow, regular connection charges will
be $10.00.
Remember, this is your last opportunity for free
connection tb-Cablevision's new expanded
s vices. Be sure to get your new expanded
Ices before time runs out.

I-Air SIIna tionter

0
,
143LE,
VISION

By the end of last month, McConnell had raised $803,723 for
his race against a Democratic
contender, probably either incumbent Walter "Dee" Hud-cileSton or former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
Numerous individuals have
been listed as contributing $1,000
or more to the-McConnell Senate
Cornmitee.
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Those from the MurraCalloway County area include:
William W. Fandrich, Murray,
coal operator;"Charls D. Clark,
Murray, physician; and Anne
Hoke, Murray, housewife.

FIRST BULB SALE - The Murray Lions Club will conduct its
annual bulb and broom sale April 23 and 24. To kick off the annual
sale, Richard Tuck, center, chairman of the bulb and broom sale
committee, sold the first bulbs to Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis,
left, and Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks. Tuck
explains that during the two-day campaign, Murray's 90 Lions
will canvas the city in an attempt to contact residents of every
home. Proceeds from the sale go to fund community projects and
the Lions eyeglass program.

753-5005

MURRAY

Hunt personally chipped in
$1,000 to the senatorial campaign, as did W. Herbert Hunt.
W. Clement Stone, a Chicago
insurance executive, and his
wife contributed $1,000.

Six sets of T-tops are taken
The Murray. Police Departlot of Purdom Motors, tw8 sets
ment Is investigatingthe thefts
from automobiles on 'Stadium
of six sets of autonmbile T,tops
View Drive-end one set from an
1111-ii1r-tir.y tintri
-Iiiinoirroin*iiinUritty Manor:-A.-this morning.
OffiCers investigation theAnciDetective Charles Peeler
dent had not yet filed official
---repusts--Q0-1401*-11/94.049Xan.-.......zasaatii-Jna-nanmita,416,40,
sometime after midnight last
the automobiles and types of
night. He says -three Sets Were
automobiles involved were not
taken. from automobiles on the
available
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VS, Duarte
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garrott's galley

Dr. Raymond Charette and his
and Dr. Charette's office hard to
family are back in Murray and
become accustomed to. With extickled to death to be here.
ception of. a few neighbors
C-itase t te, -you -gray - *here- the3Llived, their
social life
remember, is one of three young
was limited.
orthopaedic surgeons who, until
At the end of the day, all the doclate last fall, were on the medical
tors at the clinic went their
staff of the-Murray-Calloway Counseparate ways. There was very littyllospital. tle socializing among the medical
Then, suddenly, all three decided
staff. With hospitals and medical
to -leave Murray for the more
clinics all over the place, competiheavily-populated areas of the - tion among the
doctors in the area
country. .
was something fierce.
Dr. Charette, who first came to
"I've got to admit," he smiled,
the Murray hospital's staff in the
"we missed the easy, unpressured
spring of 1980, went.to New Britain,
way of life that we '-had gotten to
Conn. Dr. John Golberg, also a
know in our three and a half years
native Canadian, went_to a hospital - in-Murrar-And,
too wemissed the
In Rhode Island, and Dr. Mark
warmth and friendliness of the
Lorenz, a native Austrian, went to
Murray and Calloway County
Cook General Hospital in Chicago.
people.
Their departuresleft the hospital
-Although he was -min e than 1,000without any orthopaedic surgeons
miles from Murray in New Britain,
on its staff.
he never really got completely,
• • •
away from his practice here. On a
_ _In_New Britain, which is only. number of- occasions, -he
said,
__ about -an- hour-and-a-half drive-- - former-patients of his
here would
from New York City and a two hour
call him there to tell ninfhow they
• drive from- Boston, Dr. Charette
were getting along or to ask him
joined the staff of Grove Hill Clinig.
about something.
The clinic is a fully-equipped,
• • •
general medical facility affiliated
The young surgeon went on to
with New Britain General Hospital,
emphasize that he found that the
in itself something like three times
skills of the doctors af the Murray
the size of the Murray hospital.
hospital contipared favorably with
At the clinie, which iaone of the
those of the doctor's on the Grove
oldest in the Northeast, he shared
Hill Clinic staff. "After seeing how
offices with two other orthopaedic
the big city hospital functioned.!
---S'Orgeolis On Its 39:doctcTr staff. He, now have greater respect than
ever
had just about everything,there is
for the way ,in which the Murray
in the way of the latest in medical
hospital is operated," he said.
equipment with which to work inIn fact, he had to teach one of his
ScannPr righLthere in.
office partners, an orthopaedic
the clinic.
surgeon who had been practicing
But it didn't take tye Charettes
for 15 years, how to perform an arlong to come to the realization that
throscopy procedure, something he
New Britain wasn't the place in
did routinely here at the Murray
which they wanted to spend the
hospital.
rest of their lives.
An arthroscopy is a procedure in
•••
which,surgery is performed on,a-Although -both he -and Mrs.
joint of the body through the use of
Charette, the former Diane Ball of
a long needle and a microscope,
• Ottawa, grew up in inelropolitan
rather than having to cili into the
areas, they sudden/Sr realized.that
joint. He did all of these while at
they had become quite attached to
Grove Hill Clinic.
the small town environment which
• .• •
is Murray's.
"Then one day, I just told my'
They found the 10 miles of conwife that we couldn't stay there,"
gested traffic between their home
he said. "We simply were going to
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Charette and their two children,
Louis, 3, and Alexina, 1, and are
living in a, rented home -a-t---168(i
Beckett in Canterbury Estates until they can find and buy a perm°,
hint home.
-.---He has his former office staff
Wart eu Salmon, his pia-stet-7.
- technician and orthopaedic ,assis- tant: and this -two- secretaries,
. _Frances Clark and Connie
McMillan_ They're doing businesafrom Room 308 in the Mason office°
building.
, Of the two other orthopaedic
surgeons who were here when he
Was earlier, he has only seen Dr.
Gtildherg, m-eeting film one time at
a medical meeting. Also a native of
Dr. Raymond Charette
Canada. Goldberg, who has a Sister
living in Rhode-fstand, likewise left
Murray-so-he andniaTamily could Nave to..go somewhere else. I didn't
be closer, too, to their Canadian
want to continue to live and practice in that environment, and she • relatives.
"It all has been a valuable learnagreed."
-- •
ing experience for me.— sain Dr.
Having lived in and liked -Ken:
Charette,"and it is good to be back
,tucky, they began to contact
in Murray. We didn't realize whata
hospitals in Henderson, Frankfort
nice pia
this is in which to live
and New Albany, Ind. They all had
until we left it. And. the skills
propositions to offer, and the
available at the hospital here are ,
Charettes talked rather seriously
comparable to- silt ilar ones .
with some of them, but in the
anywhere."
meantime, Mrs. Charette had callIncidentally, the young- doctor
ed Dr. Gene Cook,. a gynetoltigist
has been elected to a Fellowship in
on the Murray hospital's staff, to
the AmeriCan Academy of 0,rsee if there was any possibility that
thopaedic Surgeo-ns,----a----most
they might be able to come back to
Murray._
• prestigious recognition among las__
peers, receiving the honor' in
"We hadn't burned any bridges
February while still in New
behind us when we left Murray,Britain.
he said the other day during an in• • •
terview in his newly-occupied of-Welcome baclu to the hospiti
Mason Weinorial2= —
staff, Dr. Charette! Your-return is
Medical Arts Building adjacent to
a fine testimony to what a lot of us
the hospital.
around here have known for a lqpg
We had left Murray basically
time and that is that Murray is one
because we wanted to get closer to
fine place in which to live.
Canada so we could see our
families up there more often. We
certainly hadn't left with any'
bitterness." ,
• • •
Things moved pretty fast after
Ten years-ago
that, - as' even though he - had -a
'Mans *are already underway tor
year's.contract with the New Bria secondexpluision to the.MurraytaM clinic:they wanted to seize the
Calloway County Hospital. This
opportunity to return to Murray r•will include an enlarged emergenand its friendly, easy way of life.
t.ey Toom'and pharmacy and a new
Now, they're back in town. Mrs.
wing for the convalescent division.
Winners of the Civitan Club
Essay Contest were Quentin Fannin, Meleii Spann and Laurel Guy:
all of Calloway County High
School.
Keith Edwards, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Edwards, finished
third in the 11-year-old Division of
the Kentucky-West Virginia 'Fri
Star Shoot, Pass and Dribble Cory
test. Over 5,000 boys participated
in the event.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Kimbro on
April 10.
Miss Debbie Morton, daughter of
_
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Morton, and Terrell Tidwell, son of Mr. and
J.T. Tidwell. were mirried March
23.
_
—4'
Twenty yeariago - •
-lected as-officers of the Murray
Civitan Club were Hardirrjan Nix.
• Thomas Jones. Tommy Carraway.
•. David Russell. Ralph Bogard and
M. Henri.
Wallace Baggett, psychiatric
social worker for the .Kentucky
Department of Mental Health.
C _•
•
spoke at a meeting of the College
itor
io
High School Parent-Teacher
,`
Association.
.i11•64 Copier Ne,
.. NervIce
1.
Caitatt
e
°
410•1*
The business privilege licenses
and automobile city stickers expire
on May 1, according to Stanford
Andrus. city clerk.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Garvin Bourlaird. a girl to Mr.
NEW YORK (AP) - Now that
accounting for slightly more than
*26,000 in 1984.
and Mrs. Hearon Parker and a girl
most of us have settled up our 1983
the next two major expenditures This worker pays $6,509 in
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Beaman.
taxes, we can go on to thinking
housing and food - combined.
federal taxes, either directly in inSpecial slides of her summer
about something else - like, for inIn an average worker's eightcome and Social Security
missionary work in New Mexico
stance, 1984 taxes.
hour day on the job, the foundation
payments, or indirectly through
and Oklahoma were shown by Mrs.
Maybe you'crprefer to pick some
reports, the proceeds of two hours
such things as corporate income
Jackie Fortune at a meeting of the
other subject. But whether you
and forty minutes go to taxes - an
taxes, employers' Social Security
Blood
River WMU held ,at Elm
choose to think about it or not,
hour and 43 minutes' worth to the
contributions, and excise' taxes on
Grove Baptist Church.
Americans are constantly paying
federal government, and another
liquor, gasoline, tobacco and air
Thirty years ago
as they go for the cost of govern57 minutes' worth to state and local travel.
Marine PFC Carlos Black. Jr...
ment, through the marvell! of such
governments.
Of this $6,509, more than 80 perthings as withholding and quarterNext on the list comes housing.-:--_-_-cent goes for four major categories son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Black,
is serving at Camp Pendleton.
4
ly estimated taxes.
one hour and 34 minutes, followed
of expense - income security, naCalif.
•
In fact, says the Tax Foundation,
by food,_ an hour and four minutes;
tional defense, interest and health.
The American Red Cross Blooda non-profit researeh organization,
transportation, 42 minutes:
Income security costs are exmobile
will be in Murray on May 6.
all the labors of a typical American
medical care, 36 minutes, and
pected to be lower overall this year
The herd of registered Jerseys
worker so far in 1984 have not yet
clothing, 21 minutes.
than last, largely because
owned by Murray State College
been enough to pay off his or her
That leaves just 20- minutes'
unemployment has declined with
was classified for breed type by the
tax burden for, the year.
worth for recreatiOnal spending,
. the economic recovery. Still, they
American
Jersey Cattle Club:
What the foundation calls "Tait
and another 43 minutes for "all
take $2,055 (Counting in Social
Births reported at Murray
Freedom Day" arrives on May- 1.
other," which the foundation
Security), or nearly.a third of the
Hospital include
a boy to Mr. and
_ _
.
"This date,": it says, "marks_ilie
definesaa.:'
sumer extieqtures. . total.
Mrs. Grant Higgins.
day.ihe
-,f2,t2"5*"'• _ _ "
"
"=..".1.;•---t
-401
,- the• 41-276;- — M
--E RiestI ne G oo dirtori.
.
finish satisfying
and private education, and
to
interest payments. $809, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.E.
•federal, -state and local geVernsavings."
.
health, Including Medicate, $685..
Goodgion of Murray. is teaching at
ments if every dollar earned from
Of course, taxes -'buy a wide
If you take into account the
a high sch
_
werirkrtha
‘
-- *
- Toltist-erviefecFeriEFrnerseilat-e
Taxes have long since become •
provide a picture of where federal _
$184 billion, there is an extra
Highland Park,- Mich., have been
the biggest single Item in the
toxin go, the Tax Foundation used__
burden'of $1,845 that falls on the
visiting
relatives in Calloway
average family's
the example of someone earning
budget,
overall
family with an income of $26,000..
.
County. •

business mirror
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by m.c. garrott

They missed the warmth and friendliness
of Murray people and its easy way of life

House whip Jim Wright, D-Texas. went down
to El Salvador to observe the elections and said
he was "very much impressed by the obvious
deep desire of a preponderant majority of Lie
people of El Salvador to have a democratic society." A larger percentage of Salvadorans voted in
this-election- than Americans do in a presidential
election, Wright noted. •
Correct. But in the United States you are not
fined if you dOn't vote - a reverse poll tax. In El
Salvador. peasants who earn fuedal wages face a
'line equivalent to a week's wageStOr not voting.
People who might be able to afford the fine but
prefer not to vote face the danger of not having a
stamp on their ID the next time they are stopped
_
by tire police. .
The Salvadoran rebels responded to the election by declaarMg it a faree.
. The death squads said those responsible for
embarrassing the country by the breakdown of
computers and the king election lines would be
hunted out and punished.
That search might lead to President Reagan,
who urged that Salvador move forWard its election schedule, putting pressure on the election
staff to devISC'a modern system for a country
that has never, in its history, had a fair presidential election. The election, supported by U.S. aid,
cost American taxpayers 3.5 milion.
-the-prrinary-wtmiers were those predleted all
along: Napoleon Durate.the Christian Democrat
candidate and former 'president, and Roberto
D'Aubuisson, the National Republican Alliance
candidate and cashiered colonel. Neither won a
majority. There will be a runoff election in about
a month.
American officials privately favor Duarte. he
is a moderate social reformer, a survivor of torture and a partisan for human rights. But
Duarte, despite his good intentions, once presided over a government whose death- squads acted
with impunity. He has refused to announce a
plan..to dismantle the death squads, for fear of
being assassinated by them. He has refused to
enter negotiations with the rebels. Duarte's election could-lead a right-wing coup-attempt-or a
military takeover.
He may not even bZ elected. In the 1982
. parliamentary elections. Duarte's party woy a
plurality over D'Aubuisson's party. But when the
parties got together to elect the leadership, the
conservative parties joined D'Aubuisson. If the
rank-and-file voters follow their_ leaders,
D'Aubuisson will be the elected president of El
Salvador.
D_Aubuisson is the candidate of the right-wing
extremists and wealthy-families-who-traditionally control El.Salvador. He is recognized as a
leader of the-tleath squads and is, implicated in
the Murder of Archbishop Romero. Paradoxically, D'Aubtfisson is the-ra-Voritehfthe rebels, Who
'b-elieve that his election Would no alienate the
United States that Congress Would -cut off aid.
giving the rebels a chance at the military victory
which has eledued them so far.
D'Aubuisson likes to criticize U.S.' weakness
and might not be so unhappy if congress cut off
military aid, freeing him for human-rights encumbrances. In neighboring Gu,atemala, the
right-wing military government was cut off from
U.S. military aid and proceeded to wipe out the
guerrillas, along with innocent Indians. The
parallel is not exact - the war in El Salvador has
reached a higher level than Guatemala - but
D'Aubuisson may be macho enough to take the
chance and go it alone.
The Salvadoran people have the right to vote
for whomever they want. And the American people have the right to choose which regimes they
aid.
If D'aubuison is elected. America will face the
----dilemma of supporting a killer or cutting him off.
Either way, El Salvador will lose.
If Duarte is elected, America should insist that
the Salvadoran army and police -forces submit
themselves to his legitimate civilian authority.
Duarte should discipline the death. squads and
move-towiSdnegotiations with the guerrillas.
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Will testing -Those successfully completing the test will receive the Optimist's Safe Hiker.
Drivers Lie-ense.
iparits writ be- given a
safety flag to be attached to their bikes. For
more information contact Rick Orr at 753-14419 or
after 5 p.m. at 753-6821.

Camping event at' Reettoot
S.

- The Twin Laker-s RV Camping Club will have their monthly c-aMpoUt at 'Reelfoot Lake State
Park on Friday. Saturday and Sunday._ April
20-22. with Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer as
wagonmasters. The'clubwill have dinner Saturday at 6:30 p.m, at Boyette's Restaurant. The
campground is at the -AtrPark Inn.Eversmeyer will conduct a walk in the
Reelfoot area to ohserveAkt spriwildflowers
from 9 a.M. to noon and will present a slide program on wildflowers of the area in the lake area
at 5 p.m. in the Inn Lounge. Also included will be
a slide program on Reelfoot Lake. Bird Walk.
rryvtrOrTtne1110.1 histoTrEal.TdüTindRöãtUrutse
ThTllftüNTWWiI1 Smith 'a-nd Dr.
David Pitts of UT Martin.

•
—N•

Tour ot homes planned

.-Egg hunts Saturday

The Lower Town Neighborhood Of Paducah
Easter Egg Hunts for children of the First
will hold its Candlelight Tour of Homes on FriBaptist Church will be held on Saturday. April
day and Saturday. April 20 and 21, from 6 to 9
21, at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Greg Earwood.
p.m. The homes and apartments open will be the
The hunt for the 3 to 5 year old Sunday School
Geibel house, 611 North Sixth St., the E.W.Smith
Department will be from 10 a.m. to noon; and for •
MUSiC
house. 328 North Eighth St., the Barry Girten
Grades 1 to 4_ from 1 to 3 p.m. For information
__-A-e(auntry music show. sponsored by
--apartment. 223 North Ninth St., the Bondurant-•
call the church office, 753-1854.
Grade of Puryear School. will be Saturday. April
Oakley house. 501 North Sixth St., and the First
21, at 7 p.m. at the school. Ron Myers will be
Edition Restaurant. 625 North Sixth St..- where
master . of ceremohies with 'Martin Paschalf .
refreshments will be served.
Kevin Ray, DeeDee Lee and the Landmark
Mr. and Mrs. Terry-Colley, Rt. 3, Mayfield, are
- Tickets are $5 and can be purchased at any of
Quartet to be featured. Admission will be $1 with '
the parents of a daughter, Teri Michelle, born on
the houses on tour. Proceeds will go the Lower
concessions to be available.
Monday, April 9, at Murray-Calloway County
Town Neighborhood Association and the
Downtown Paducah Trolley_System. This_event
Pltal,_Grandparents are _Mr. and Mrs_ Ray
Edwards, Rt. 6, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
is part of the Paducah Dogwood Festival. For inHoward Colley, Farmington.
formation contact Dick Holland a,t. 1-443-9284.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Boyd. Rt. 4. Murray. are
.the parents of a daughter, Rebecca Lynn. weighing-seven pounds - f4 ounces, measuring
2012 inches, born on Wednesday. April 4, at 9759
a.m. at l'Atirray-Calloway CountY -Hospital. - The mother, the former Rosemary Redden, is
Thursday. April 19
Thursday, April 19
Thursday, April 19
Friday, April 20
on leave from the Bank of Murray..The.fa.ther is
Murray Business and of Grace Episcopal Family Restaurant.
games
at 8 p.m. and
part owner of Boyd's Auto Sales. Grandparents Professional Women Churc'h, Paducah. For
entertainment by
are Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boyd; Rt. 3. and Mr. and
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Knformation call
Serita, Steve and Jim
Friday, April 20
Mrs. Bill Redden. Rt. 7. Great-grandparents are
Seven Seas Restaurant. 1-554-9681.
Twin LakersftV Cam- from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Mr. and Mrs. Fray Wilson of Murray.
---- •
ping Club will have
Murray High FHA
Annual-President's monthly campout at
Revelation Seminar
Awards Banquet will be ROTC Awards
Reelfoot Lake State will be at 7:30 p.m. at
at 6:30 p.m. at cafeteria Ceremony will be *at 4
Park with. Harold and Holiday Inn.
Ford said in a telephone c
p.m. in Curris Center Ruth Eversmeyer as
Fnoradno
s'aj
id,
accibuuetlPiniet Nix of high school.
interview from her ofAuditorium_ Murray wagontnasters.
KenMusical drama will be
fice in Rancho Mirage. nedy Onassis were not
Calloway County State University.
presented at 7 p.m. at —
Calif.
Association for Retardcorning.
Hazel and Douglas Westside Baptist
-Murray State Univer- Centers will
Also ekpected Lo at- ed Citizens will meet at
be open Church.
F4ormer first ladies tend were Eleanor 7 p.m. in Room 210, sity Symphonic Band
from 10 am,to g p.m.
frosaiymr---Cartet- - and
Spe eta 1- Ericrratton and Wind Ensemble Will
Saturday, April 21
for_activities by senior
on ac- daughter of Franklin DI Building, Murray State present a free concert at
-Lady-Bird- Johns
Chapter M of P.E.0.
citizens.
cepted invitations, Mrs. Roos_evelt; __Margaret UnlYersity.._ _
_
8 pm_ in Curris Center
Sisterhood will meet at---Ballroom.
Truman D'aniel,
Mothers Morning Out noon for lunch at
Temple Hill Chapter
daughter of Harry
• ---will be at 9 a.m. at First DeVanti's and then to
Third night of Murray Christian Church.
• Truman: Caroline Ken- No. 511 Order of the
home of MrS. George
nedy, daughter of John Eastern Star will meet State University theatre
Hart at 1 p.m. Members
---F..•ftennedy ; Lynda at 7:30 p.m. at lodge dance concert will be at
•
Co mrn un ity wide note change.
8 p.m. in Robert E. Good Friday service
Bird Johnson Robb and hall.
Johnson Theatre. •
Lucie Baines Johnson
County Musk Show
will be at.noon in Hale
Front Porch Swing is
daughters of
- -p,m,--at-iChapel of First United .will-be -at
Lyndon Johnson; and scheduled to meet at
A 1 c.o holi c*s Methodist Church.
Puryear School.
• Mrs. - Ford's--daughter. p.m_ at First Christian Anonymous--and Al--•
__Church.
Anon will have closed
Susan Ford Vance.
Murray Optimist Club
Exhibition of students
meetings at 8 p.m. at of Intermediate Draw- will sponsor bicycle in.
Mrs. Fotd said she
was looking forward to . Hazel Woman's Club First Christian Church. ing Class at Murray spections and skills
the meeting. the first is scheduled to meet at 7 For information call State University will go-tests _from10.71._ lo.
753-006 1, 762-3399. on display at Upstairs noon in parking lot of
sych_gathering in
---- •
753-7764, 753-5094 or Downtown Gallery, Murray-Calloway Vocahistory, because "there
Men's Stag Night will 753-7663.
is so little tin history
tional School.
401A Maple St.
about first ladles." be at-6:30 p.m. at MurThe Single Connection
Seminars were planned ray-Country Club.
Pancake Breakfast,
Chili Supper will start
will meet at 7 p.m. in at 6:30 p.m.
on how first ladies deal
by Temple sponsored by Student
H.O.P _E. third floor classroom of Hill Lodge No.
with leadership, the
276-Free-Council._ will be from 6media and family and (Hyppglycernies). will Education Building, and Accepted Maselns. -to-10:3-0. •a.m-. at
meet at 7 p m in library First United Methodist This
social issues
is open to the cafeteria of Murray
Church.
High School.
public.

slum- Saturclav

Teri-Michelle Colley born

Wives offormer-presidents mthing today
GRAND RAPIDS. life, says hostess Betty
.Mic-h• (AP - Three Ford.
former firgt Tadies, pTus
Titled '71e4dd-ern --First
various daughters and a' Ladies: Private Lives
granddaughter of • five anti Public Duties." the
former president are gathering, today and
-.coming to Gra
Gerairlit.apids Friday at the,
this week
r a con- ----Fif)rd- --Vfitseum will be
ference onAVhite House the first of its kind, Mrs.
.
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Romancing
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The Hunter
from the Future
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A hunter of
incredible power
and strength.
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GREYSTOKE
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-Linda Blair

From the first
laugh. you'll be
hooked!

OPEN 6•45•START 7 15
FRI

.

THE 1./GEND 0,

TARZAN LORD Of THE APES

tim

ADM.
$69

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
FREE SHOW
•TONITE!
See separate Ad This Page

SAT - SUN

Murray Countr Club
Ladies Day Tennis
Monday. tpril 23
In the Green Roorn
If the Club Hou..e.

THE I
CHILL
t' In

MICHAEL CAINE
JULIE SALTERS

!Cachets Back!

Starts TOMORROW!

Cheri

Educe:4aq
• vlaf

Meeting of Vietnam_
Veterans and other interested persons will
start at 8:39 a.m. in
Rosenthal Hall,
Paducah Community
College.
• ___
Country Music
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in- Benefit for Billy Travis
dude Outdoor Enrich- will be at 7 p.m. at
ment Series at 8 p.m. at Livestock and Exposition Center.
Camp Energy
Murray State University Agriculture Department will sponsor
Future Farmers of
America Day at 10 a.m.
in Livestock and Exposition Center.

Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Corn-'
merce Centre..

1E1
PLUS
2nd Big Hit!

Murray Women of the
Moose *will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge.
Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club is scheduled to
meet at Gateway
Restaurant at 7 p.m.

"ign up for %simmer play.
ill he at 5 p.m. on

a cold world you
Nolitie *kW need your friends

chestnut St. 753-3314

tt

53

gi

Cl

* Coining community events announced

_In_ ob,serv.ance _of _Bicycle Safety Week, the
Murray Optimist Club will sponsor a bicycle inspections and skills tests on Saturday. April 21.
from 10_a.m. to noon_ori__the,..parking lot of. the
Murray-Calloway County Vocational School. An
officer from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department will be on hand to assist with the

-
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Rebecca-Lynn 13(4yd-horn --

Bic - cIccrent_Saturciav
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'NOW OPEN FRI — SAT — SUN'
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

THE LEGEND OF

TARZAN
BLIEN• VISTA
icT111011111(

RED
TAG
SALE

SO% off

7:00, 9:20
+ 1:30, 3:45 Sat.. Sun.

Keepsake'

ri

7:00, 9:10,
+ 1:341, 3:30 Sat., Sun.

CHER I 3

,

LORD OF THE APES

—Dirt Road 'Special will
play for,the dance from
8 p.m. tnidnrght at
Murray istabse Lodge.
---•
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Outdoor Enrichment Series at Camp
Energy at 8 p.m.;
Natural Egg Dyeing
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Empire Farm; Easter Egg
Hunt from 2 to 3:30 p.m.

Nationally Advertised Prices
for • limited time

- 7:15, 9:10
+ 1:30. 3.:25, Sat., Sun.

FURCHES
JEWELERS

JASON IS BACK
AND THIS IS THE ONE
YOU'VE BEEN SCREAMING FOR

113 S. 4th

753-2935

(Cont'd on page 9)

Wavy"

Items Tagged
All Through The Store

THE FINAL CHAPTER
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Alcoholics
Anonytholis and AlAnon will meet at8 p.m.
in w
.
estern portion _of
Livestock-- and Exposi-- tion Center.

•
Stock
Reduction
Sale

MI

W(

Silver Creek Band will
play for the dance for
members and guests of
Murray Eagles from 8
p.m. to midnight at
Eagles Hall, Highway
121 North.

Alcoholics
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma Anonymous and AlPhi is scheduled to meet Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis In J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Street ExCenter.
tended, Mayfield.
Murray Civitan Club
Is scheduled tO meet at 7
Events
- at Murray
p.m. at Horneplace Moose Lodge will be
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Get Your Silk
• Easier Corsages' -Make your own Or have e
-iAne made 'bp to iniitch
your Easter outfit..
—And-Are
Get your Easter baskets 1
and
in/kJ/lies kw._
41":401
9
S

Basic Levis
Straight Leg
Flair
Bootcut
Big Bell

$1399

4

That's It Levis
-

Olympic Plaza
_ 753-6882_
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Burleson and Ails wedding planned
The engagement and
appreaghing marriage
sof Miss Selena Suzanne
Burleson to Joe Mark
Alia,aciaol MF.and Mrs.
WtUarZl Ails of Murray,
has been announced by
her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Burleson of
Haleyville, Ala.
Miss Burleson is a
1988 graduate of FreedHardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn. She
presently is teaching in
the Haleyville, Ala.,
Elementary School
System.
Mr. Ails is a . 1980
graduate of Murray
High School and attended Freed-Hardeman
College.
The groom-elect_ now
lerattentilrig the ilrffversity of North Alabama
In Florence and on
Dauphin Island where
he will receive his
Bachelor of Science
degree in .Marine
Biology.
A garden wedding has
been planned for SaturScicna Suzan/it. il.tirics()n
day, June 9, at 2 p.m. at
anclloc..11ark Ails to hr married
the bride-elect's home
In Haleyville. John Dale
of Murray will perform
A reception will fellow
All friends and attend the ceremony
the nuptials.
the ceremony.
relatives are invited to and the reception.
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Jayceettes meet
LOVETT SPEAKS - Jo Lovett talked about
her experiences as a rhember of a missionary.
team providing dental and medical care for
residents_ot_lionduraa,There last summer
meeting Of the Murray-Calloway County. Jayceeftes..She.showed slides of the four missionary camps organized by the Rev. ChaHie
Herrinetem to provide help to the people of the
Central American country. The Jayeeettes are
collecting funds to purchase soap for Mrs-.Lovett to take with her when she returns Honduras this
summer. Pictured with Mrs. Lovett, left, is
Karen Belcher, Jayceette president.

PRE-EASTER
SALE
20% off all
Ready-To-Wear

Your Individual
Fisica Drake

FOR FRIDAY,APRIL 20,1984
The Alpha_ Depart-.
- nferit- -Of the Murray
What kind of day will overtime, remember to save
Woman's Club heard
tomorrow be? Toiled out what some time for family too.
• the stars say, read the VIRGO
Mrs. L.S. Hortin speak
forecast given for your birth (Aug.23 to SePt• 22) UP%
at the luncheon meeting
Not only are you
on SaturdaY, March 24.
romantically intrigued today, ,
at the club house.
ARIES21 to Apr.
yOu'lllind that you both share
(Mar.
19)
Mrs. Hortin, known as
manyinterests. Enjoy leisure
The
financial
picture activities.
Millie to her many
ingiroves. There'sno need for LIBRA
•
friends- rn West Kena power struggle with a close
(Sept.
23
to
Oct.
tuel_ty_,_akeite on- ttre life_
22)
1
:
/.1
lie-Present views to higherEngage The tainii3--1
f in
talks
and works of Emily
tiPsabout change at home. You'll
•
Dickinson. She gave exTAURUS
t'.$(;? be able to get financial
cerpts from many of her
(APr
'the
t° MaY
assistance and shouldn't
It's
perfect time to go
poems and interestIng
bicker about costs.
away
for
the
_weekend.
sooRpm
,
-comments and-evalua--ma
- 44..
Students
find
courses
that
tidits of her many coninterest them. Watch (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) "I'eVir
tributions to American
Accent flexibility in
stubbornness after dark.
dealings-with others. The road
literature.
GEMINI
clear for an honest sharing
The guest speaker, a
(May21 toJune20)
native of McCracken
Though intuition is good in of views. Don't be
Mrs. L.J. Hortin
financial matters, you should domineering.
County, is a 1932
iovestigate further. New SAGITTARIUS .
gra4UaM
te- urray Society Who's Who-of insights
are-reithenthg.
in
- tiNov; tekfcC.aI
State Collep.-Sirffe her American Women,
Increased revenues are
CANCER
nob4:30
marriage to Dr. Hortinpossible, but avoid
Ente
tiona I (June 21 toJuly 72) 42'
•
•
in 1930. she _has _lived in
galtrenta_hons
_
__,_ yawn _candy
__ with
co•ey.th
1st,43_r_h4041, m ni•
workers
or
--employees.
Athena, -Gthie-,-- and- in - tvlagazirre
• 1. Be
,
b and
Intellectually, you're on
Murray since 1967.
Murray Rose and- to be attentive to a loved one target.
Jealousy may show its ugly
Mrs. Hortin is a Garden Club.
CAPRICORN
head.
member of the National
During her two ex- LEO
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
League of American tended periods of
You needn't attend to duty
(July 23to Aug.22)
Pen Women, Women In residence in Murray
You'll make important all the-time. Relax and enjoy
Communications, Ken- since'1930 she has been progress regarding
the company of friends and
work or
tucky State Poetry
outside interests. If working Loved ones.'You're the center
(('ont'd on page 6)
of attention.

er,r4

ENTIRE STOCK

SWIMSUITS

astfo- is

0

1

Ala

412t

PRESENTS PROGRAM .- Kay Gardner Bates. left, chats .with Libb
Hart after the March meeting of the Music Departnient of the Murgay
Woman's Club. Mrs. Bates, who joined the Murray State voice faculty after
beginning her career in opera, presented a program entitled ••Ves- you CAN
Enjoy Opera."-She recommended reading about the opera plot before attending even if it is to be sung in English. -Opera will seem less intimidating if
you kee_p your -sense of humor about 300-pound sropianos_and soap-opera
plots and remember that 'it's just a song'," said Mrs. Bates. She illustrated
the beauty and humor of opera with taped arias by Rossini. Bellini. Verdi
and Rizet..Talking in the background are Edith Noffsinger and Clara Humphrey. Hostesses were Jeanette Williams:ltddie Mae Outland. Betty
Brockway, Barbara Brandon, Anne Doran and Doris Rose.

We iipleidsedi
to announce that,
Brenda Gorham
bride-elect of lievink
Wright: ' has
selected her flatware. crystal and
accessories &mill
complete,
our
bridal ,registr.y.1
Brenda and Kevin)
will be married
Way 19. •

ot 4„1"

mars
_SUITS
Don -Oliss_This..9o0ort1J1ity For A Grarvi %Suit For Easier You Cdn't A”ord Not I'
kegular 74 00 to 140 00

1/0
NOW
0 OFF

More than 37 million
American adults are
believed by medical
scientists to haye 'high
blood pressure, the
killer." Nearly
32,000 deaths resulted
from this disease in
1981, according to the
American Council of
Life Insurance.

5 Sizes t‘ailable
Reg. Price $2.99 to $6.99
MAN

9llawros
jingle
.1'1 it.'

117

.1- •

•

90

/
1 2 Price

•-414n~ Verert----N•rft-eoq•-•
,
**--

liar liampmit

1617 121 Ely-Pass
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
It 4

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to-Feb. 18)
Though the, accent is on
confidentiality, be sure to
keepfamily members abreast .
—of your plans. Finish pending_
tasks.'
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Be sure to join friends irk
their activities or participate
in group functions. A child,
though, may be somewhat
demanding.
'
YOU ,BORN TODAY are
sensitive and imaginative.
You have good insight into the
probieins of others and can
sueceed in such professions as
teaching and counseling. A
SOIneUiS
heed-for
keeps you from making the
most ot - youit - creativity,
though you'll thrive in any
artistic pursuit. An interest in
reform sometimes draws you
to politics and religion. You
work well in partnership,
though at times you don't
listen to advice. Though
practical, you're given to
daydreaming. Birth date of:
Lionel Hartipton, jazz great;
Harold Lloyd, actor; and
Ryan O'Neal,actor.

I EASTER BASKETS
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Gould and Boston
wedding scheduled

Guests visit in area homes
By ESTELLE

Rev. Jerrel White revived the memory of the
Often tragedies' re- -thrpe granddaughters, day my husband ana I
mind us of a poem:
one from Murray State _ were at Poplar Spring
"If I had known University, two from Baptist Church on a
what troubles you were Memphis, Tenn., and 'homecoming day when.
bearing,
brightened our corner the beloved pastor, Jer•
What griefs were in awhile.
rail Whit., dropped the
the silence of your face,
And a former Con- bombshell that he was
I would have been corder, Dennis Seats, of resigning as their pastor
more gentle and more the U.S. Air Service that day. A funeral
caring,
whose. parents, the could not have saddened
And tried to give Wallace Sears, after the audience more. you gladness for a selling their home here
. With the arrival_of:
space."
to Oury Lovins, located spring a spray of red
But we .go_ our way. in Texas, returned/or a Japonica revived.
waiting to give the no
visit to memories of days when
floweranntil too late.if- tankiliar sc.enea in it bloomed in the yard of
only criticism were also Calloway. He said he our little home in the
slow!
had flown over old Con- Land Between the
Storm clouds have cord School Building Lakes.
been lifted by the onoe--in- a kamber. •Cop. -- That-little house with- -thoughtfulness of a few corders should be proud its leaking roof held so
recently.
many precious
Deruils.
Mrs. Mabel Thurman ' Miss Glenda Stub- memories.'
Grubbs, the last of the blefield took her first
Then I could sing as
family of the late Howell--business trip by plane to walked down the road to
Thurman, once of old Chicago for computer milk the cow or hoe in
classes and spent the garden or Nil tiff"-several pleasant days on the front porch of the _
Old Spiceland homerecently.
The Rev. and .Mrs.
Alexander of the Robert
Recently at Fern Ter41
Bucy Farm drive to and race _Lodge in Murrax,
from Dover since he 'Dimon Taylor,a retired
was chosen as pastor of Church of Christ
Dover Christian minister from
Church. She is a soloist. Clarksville, Tenn.,
:MaptSetoughtcheerWaeveraJral
Church was -filled--to--patients-there.
Closed .
capacity for the MiniHe visited the retired
Gospel- Singing Conven• university professor,
Sunday
tion the rainy evening of Dr..F.Los ry. now living at Fern Terrace;
March 17.
,Arthtills Reg me by and-then Otis -Loving
the radio where 1 heard there.
.Otis and Tilmon en-.
a seldom used gong,
joyed reminiscing about
'Mock of Ages."
It carried me back 'the days when Tilmon
across the years to an rode a mule by Otis' to
age when young people New Concord School.
met in old home parlors then later attended Murand for recreation sang ray State College when
hynins, "The Old Rugg- the five dollar enrolled Cross," "What A - ment fee was hard to
Friend We Have Incomne by,_
Jesus" and countless • I could recall those
others, around an old days when I paid my
organ as ours, which board, 120 a month, by
has outlasted in helping in the kitchen of
usefulness ter wents
Halt there.
and children.
We congratulate those
One .song expressed able to enjoy vacations.
our sentiments. It is "I Mrs. Jewel Outland *lid
Can't Feel "Ai Home In Mrs. Gay_nelle Williams,
recently spent two
This World Anymore."
W e• sometimes weeks oflun in Florida. .
Locke Montgomery,
wonder if God's _cornTo $5
puter is registering after recuperating from
-deficile-or-gains In this a broken-hip,-iserrjoying:.
changing world.
being back at his Cong teacher, cord home after being
-- A-vistrin$700
Mrs. Cornelia Spiceland away five months.
The new caretaker for
Kirks from Fort Worth,
'Texas, from her ex- New Concord Cemetery, .
perience, gave us a since the resignation of
discouraging insight in- the.Winchesters, will be
V
2 For
to school discipline Mr. Warren who lives in
recently. The 10 Corn- the former home of John
mandnients seem to and Sally Livesay who
have been removed, not built on the late Joe
only from school walls. Montgomery farm.
but from daily use
Now after draining
universally. Are we the cup of happiness
progressing?
here, we can calmly
It is to be-hoped that look out over this old
there are enough of the country cemetery and
old school left to uphold say the words Of a song:
the virtues and morals
"How peaceful the
which once made slumber,
America great.
How happy the
I enjoyed the article waking,
about Jo Burkeen.
For death is only a
And the history of the dream."
Brandon's

SP10ELAND

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Gould, Rt. 6, Murray,
announce the engagem'ent and approaching
_Marriage of their
- youngest - daughter:
Louise Aline, to Brent L.
Boston, son Of the Rev.
and Mrs. Filibert
BostOn of Puryear,
- Tenn.
Miss Gould is a 1960
graduate of Murray
high achool She- 101
graduate from Murray
State- University M-May
1984 with a Bachelor of
Science degree in
Accountingz
Midshipman litostonalso is a 1980 graduate of
Murray High School. He
will he a May two.
graduate of .- Vanderbilt

University, Nashville.'
Tenn.; with a degree in
Mechanical..
Engineering. _
_
willThe groom-elect
at the time of his
graduation receiving his
commission as Ensign
In the United States
Navy.
The military wedding
will be or Sunday, May
27, at ;p.m. at the First
Christian Church of
Murray.
A reception will follow
in the church library.
All friends and
-relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out01.4.0‘141 in

be sent.

Brent L. Poston
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the
savings!

Mon- Sat

9-6

,
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'Hillbilly'Barn

Flippens Giant Plant

SALE

Frog Legs, Home Style Clam
Boiled Gulf Coast Shrimp,
Oytters on the Half-Shell, Breaded
Featuring
Cho\;vder,

.Shrimp, Pried Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried
-40 a golden brown, Shrimil Fried

WE HAVE HOUSEPLANTS
OF ALL KINDS

-Rice,

-Breaded .
- Ocean Ltam atrips,, Select
Bre'aded Fillet of Cod,
Oysters,
Breaded
Assorted Hot Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table: '

ONLY

with

408 N.
12th

4•

44

Mill Com-

•Bolivian Jews •Airplane Plants
•Tahitian Bridle Wreath *Ferns
•Spider Plants •Much More!

$1025

enlake State
Resort Par
wy 94 Aurora
-•• •

.

•

Hanging Plants
$299 2for'$500

Starter Plants

$ 1 25
Blooming
Ferns
. Plants
Arkansas Black Apple Sale
$ 1 00
$900
$100
$
/
1 2 Peck
I
Peck fm
/
1
2 Bushel

5

Spring Dresses

19.99
Reg. to 39.99

Hortin.speaks

Here are the savings Iliat,are as
big as the selection. Cboose hod
an array of dresses'Perfect for
stepping into spring. Junior and
Misses sizes.

(Conn'from page 5)
at iomatime a member
of th.ree different
departments of the Murray Woman's Club Home , Garden and
Music.
Slie is the author of
numerous articles, news
stories and poems which
have beep published in
various professional
journals and
newspapers. She is
Widely acclaimed for
personal and frequent

Cotton Sweaters

10.99

Reg. to 19.99

Great group of spring sweaters in
all the lovely styles and colors to
accent _any outfit. S,M I

participation in Civic
and literary programs
throughout the West
Kentucky area.
Mrs. Hortin was intrOduced by Mrs. June
Smith. Miss Frances
Brown, department
chairman, presided.
Hostesses were Dr.
Helene Visher, chairman, Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Mrs. Mary Crutchfield, Mrs. Laura Jennings andlitit. Laverne
Ryan.

WY
ARTCARVED SILADIUM •
H S CLASS RINGS

•

Linen-Look
Coordinates

•

Jackets and Blazers

Spring Suits

24.99

29.99
Reg. to 68.00

Skirts
Pants

custom titaturits FREE!
y

•

enter Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-7'91

Nog-ts bee4e643,44V-T- --

AFTCarVed

15.99
15.99

Fabulous versatile coordinates in
linen-look fabrics. Choose
, striped or solids. Marvelous fully
,
Central Shopping

WITH
I
THIS AD I
PLUS up to 06 worth or

Reg. 75.00

I

Fun LINttlose Warranty

-1 ARTORVED.• 'an°

Thls otter explres Mays31.-/984
s ro be used only,tor the
purchase of AFICseved S,lackim •

Reg. 36.00

-$pring-suits-M--new oversized and
classic styles. All the looks you
nectmls
'osure4s:ft
lydi
low you want
— •
. Junior.--

95
classr.ngs
71:

ion Windbreak-0r

1 .99

I

Reg. to 35.00

Finely made windbreakers of

- 1many

excitino styles and colors

s

I

Cooks Jewelers ti
—Centro! ;hopping Center,
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-1606
fakii.4‹..;.••6•3.m.*

•

- :. I
J-41111
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Current best sellerhooks for week hsted
Current best seller
books for the week of
April 15 as released by
Time magazine were as
follows: _FICTION . 1.''The Aquitaine Progression," Robert
Ludlum .
2."Heretics of Dune,"
Frank Herbert
3. 'Who Killed The
Robins Family?," Adler
& Chastain
4. 'Pet Sematary,"
Stephen King

5."Smart Women,"
2."The James Coco --people Do."
Robert
10."Creating
Judy Blume •
Diet," Coco & Paone
Schuller
Wealth,
" Robert Alm_
Lor
"
Of
The
6.
d
3."Weight Watchers'
8."Motherhood." ErDance," Andrew Fast and
Fabiilous _ma Bam.back
I Courtesy of -Time,
Greeley .
-`•
7";CoOkbooi" •
9."Mayar." Edward I the w_ee-kly news
7.-The Danger,"-DIelt- 4.-The Body
Princ- Koch.
magazine
Francis
nipal," Victoria
8."One More Sun- Principal
day," John McDonald
5."Nothing Down,"
9."Poland," James Robert Allen
Michener
8."Putting the One
10."One Police Minute Manager
To
Plaza," Willian Caunitz Work," Blancha
rd &
NON-FICTION
OUR DECORATING ADVICE IS FREE,
Lorber
1."Eat TO Win," Dr.
7."Tough Times
OUR PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED,
Robert Haas
Never Last, But Tough
OUR DISCOUNT IS

DECORATING DEN.

dl-

You can easily have your prescription

e

transferred to Roy's

_

Stop by we appreciate your business
IN THE BAG - New York City artist Eileen "Butch
" Krutchik turns the
familiar brown paper grocery bag into Easter baskets,
bunnies, chicks and
other decorations.
-.1

Paper bags may be used to make
special baskets, Easter holiday
NEW Y1.241K (AP) - relatives who saved her
Paper Bag Basket
The 100-year-old paper hombmade paper bag
Peffect for egg hunt
grocery bag has always cards to display. baskets
"or table decorabeen known for its "Before long I gave up tions,
a paper bag
recycling possibilities,
my career in advertis- basket is also simple to
Now, in addition to us- ing and turned to paper make.
Small bags work
big it for a wastebasket _bag_ art. _and _party well
for_this project,
liner or-lunch bag, y_ou decorating _full tlinr.,"
_be_ca-u-se--they -se-em
can transform it. into she recalls.
designed just for ,an
delightful Easter
In her business, or Easter egg.
decorations, says a New "Bagriculture" as she Cut the four corner
York artist who makes Calls it, her sole medium - crease
s - of - -an--open
her living decorating for invitations,
-place paper bag to-the-des
-ited
with paper bags.
markers, centerpieces 'height. Fold the -flaps in
Eileen "Butch" Krut- another party favors toward.
. the base and
chik says her party is the brown paper
bag. glue down to reinforce
decorating business
"I like the feel of the the basket. Add a ribbon
began eight _years ago paper," she
says.. -"I --handle and till with colwhen she was carrying cbmpare it to materia
ls -ored tissue or Easter
groceries into her home like pure cotton or pure grass
and eggs.
and suddenly'saw little silk - it's durable
, and
Paper Bag Chicken
feet" in the bottom- of it's quality. I also
care
Cut the four corner
her grocery bags.
about the environment. . creases of an open -bag
- With a bottle of glue anci the paper bag
is as in the first step of
and-- a' pair -of -scissors, hiodegradable.
"
making a basket, but do
she made her first 'Wh-at's
more,- by not fold them down. The
"brown bag" design and simply doing her weekly two
wider flaps will be
soon thereafter design- grocery shopping, Mrs. your
chicken's wings
ed_ a paper-bag .F-2'It"r-----Krtrieltik has -the Ina
and the narrower flap
bunny.
art supply that she will be the beak and tail.
"Anyone who's loaded needs - for free.
Simply cut the wide
his own groceries knows
To try Mrs._ Krut. flaps into an upside
that the paper bag is chik's Easter
paper bag down "U" shape for
designed to stand up by art, have on
hand a wings, then cut the
itself," she points out. variety of _paper
bags. smaller flaps into_an upl'While this makes for glue, scissors,
tissue side down "V" shaped
efficient packing- and a paper, ribbon,
cotton beak and a smaller "V"
quick checkout at the balls, Easter grass
and shaped tail. Fill with
superma,rkel., it also, goodies. Follow. these tissue
paper or Easter
enabled my Easter bum- steps:
grass and goodies.
ny to stand on its own."
And,. as bunnies tend
to do, Mrs. Krutchik's
Easter decorations
began to multiply.
The drawing and pain- ago last September.
After Easter, she tings currently on
Following thoe
began sending her display at the Calloway workshop, Mr. Jackson
paper bag designs to County Public Library, offered to continue givfriends.
710 Main St., are those ing critiques.once a
"My husband and I of Marie Tucker, Janet month. These are held
Always made our own Hough, Theresa Bazzell - on the third Thursday of
Christmas cards and so and,Mary Lou Swann. each month; however,
I decided to make an elf They will remain there the critique was moved
card from grocery bags. throughout the month of ahead to April 1 to help
The reaction set me
April.
the above artists get
thinking," Mrs. KrutThe artists represent their work ready for
chik says.
a night class instructed display.
What amazed her was by Richard Jackson.
The works on display
that she actually receiv- The class started at the are rendered in the
ed "thank you" notes
Murray Art Guild, 103 media of oil, pencil,
fro-m- friends and
North Sixth St., a year pastel and pen and ink.

OFF

a
I

e

• Verlical Blinds
• Bedspreads
•Shades • Valances
•6.44rt. ettf/Its-sritgrtrotsrer ,
•Selected Wallcovermy

a

a
a
a
a
a

am-your• house Ar your tOrsiehenbe
Decorahng Den features a beak,
trtrjlselec

carpet and walicoyermg to choose from And al, our prOduC8s
are
guaranteed

e
e

_

Appomtments Days Eyemngs Weekends, at

your c9nven,_entit

NEVEL-a chaigis

obtqat8on Free Decoratmg Ser..ce

$1

OFF.

$1 OFF

a Your Next
I Prescription
Refill

Your Next

e

a

New

•
—Prescription- •
a

ROY'S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

a

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-2380 j
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE a
Ofk

Drapery•Carpet•Wallcovering -

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
Byron's

—DISCOUNi
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Safe — T — Discount Pharmacy
Whitnell & Glendale Rd.
Behind Big John's

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

Artists display works

Robitussin
COUCH FORMULA

IAcKesson

llI oral

• Regular Flavor

‘ogetable

• Orange Flavor

laxative

14 oz.

.
bae

sntrolf..

"re,-

Org

Huggies
18 Disposable
Diapers
No Negative?
No Problem!
Print from your Print/
Print from your Slide

-

4
Coupon mull accompany onto

L

OSP ova.°NO Os, VP Ma. I

Valuable

Coupon

•

J >.
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
11818:ns,,,- Imre

I

••

a

a

•

01...yoe-m

,
1 • --*"- •
•

• s

•-•*•••.-•,
88 •

-

••••••••••

•

•

•
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•

By Abigail Van Buren

•••

DEAR ABBY: You're the only person I know who may
be able to come up with the correct letters for this bit of
nonsense that was popular many years ago:
A BCD goldfish?
L M N 0 goldfish.
Abby, what comes next?
DRAWING A BLANK

Reporter Struggles With
Rewriting Future Plans •
- DEAR ABBY: I am a bright, pretty, college-educated
newspaper reporter in love with an older professional
man. He's married and his wife is expecting next month.
She conceived after I began seeing her husband, which
made me doubt his love for me. He promised me that he
would leave her and file for divorce as soon as the baby is
born, but so far he hasn't even told his wife about me.
He _is wonderful to me. He's loving, caring, generous..
gentle, understanding and sincere.
Am I as stupid as I think I am? Am I ignoring the
obvious? Should I wait until after the baby is born, or get
out now?
BAFFLED

-

DEAR DRAWING: The entire "bit-of nonsense' is
as follows:
A B C I) goldfish?
t!RN 0 goldfish.
S AR.
C M?
Which is short for:
Abie, see the goldfish?
Hell,them are no-goldfish.
Oh, yes, they are.
See them?

DEAR BAFFLED: Yes, you are as stupid sa you
think you are,-ifYdii think this man is sincere. Are
you ignoring the obvious? Not any more: I think
you are catching on.
Don't wait until the baby is born. Get out now.
And stay away from married men. They make _lousy
husbands.

•

•

..,••••••:•••:00.0.161011.101111"11111.1
11.111111.1111114110.4.1.0...;••••.' .
'.

.

THURSDAY.
- APRIL It 1084
•
McGraw?"(She says. "I am not a bisexual, nor do I have
two • heads."? Then she signs gerseif, "Mrs. Barbara
Mc(raw."
The name "Mrs. Barbara McGraw" means she married
someone named "Barbara "
The title "Ms." is available for women Who prefer using
their own first names; she could call herself "Ms. Barbara
McGraw," or she could skip any title completely.
Whatever she decides, the one thing she isn't is "Mrs.
Barbara McGraw"-unless she's planning a divorce.
'Archaic, maybe, but still true.
- -JANET TAYLOR f NO TITLE AT ALL!)

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
• -

Dealt,
14

•

.-

••
•

CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: Easter is nearly here,
and if you plan to surprise a small child with a gift,
such as a live rabbit or a baby chick, please consider this: Living creatures need proper care, so un-.
less you are certain that the rabbit or chick will
receive the care it needs to survive, P1ieiiiie-giV4 a
stuffed bird or animal instead. Living creatures are
not "toys" to be mauled, abused or neglected.

•••

DEAR ABBY: A reader named Barbara who Married a
man named Gene -McGraw asks, "Just who is Mrs. Gene

•• *

Microwave cooking school slated
The home economics from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
department at Murray school.
High School -along with
Information will be
Ward and Elkins are provided on microwave
sponsoring a mi re OVvave use and'care, convercooking school Tuesday sion of standard recipes

to microwave cooking MHS at 753-5202.
and tips on preparation
of meats vegetables
The program is paid
for by Keritticky vocaand cakes.
Registration ' is 're- tional education funds
quired. To register call for adult education.

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

-

-

LE & OIL
CHANGE & FILTER
$900
Inctudes up to five
quarts major brand

Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
. do. Or whom to ask.
• As WELCOME WAGON Representative.
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help- you•begin to enjoy your new town
. . . good shopping, local attractions: :
--community opportunities. Andlny-basket--is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call
me.

-f

94-fonkl*

-

_
Kathryn Outtruid 7533079
Hostess

• ChasSis lubrication and oil change' •
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment

•-•••

C.14

Crucified and raised from death
At nine o'clock in the
morning Christ's executioners nailed -Wm to
the cross, lifted it on end
and dropped lt into the
hole in the ground with a
thud. To add ignominy
to His death, Christ was
crucified between two
robbers.
Events it the Cross
of sinners.
Mark 15:31-39
Christ was subjected
At 12 o'clock there
to the inhuman jeering began a three-hour
and mocking of many period of supernatural
who passed by. Remin- darkness which extendding Him of His own ed over the whole land.
words at the beginning
In the midst of -the
of His ministry (John darkness, which was a
2:18-21). His enemies symbol of God's
sarcastically taunted displeasure with the atHim for
seeming titude of the people
failure to fulfill His towards His Son, there
was heard the voice of
word.
The religious leaders Jesus crying, "My. God,
of the Jews challenged My God, why hast thou
Christ to descend from _forsaken me?"
The railing, headwagthe cross, implying that
they would then believe ging and other abuse
on Him, but that was that men heaped upon
Just a b1atant-1a1sehood-7' --JeStia as He hung Ott the
Christ could not come cross must have been a
down from the cross if grievous thing for His
the Scriptures were to tender and loving heart
be fulfilled, His mission to bear.
But, it was as nothing
accomplished, Satan
defeated, sin put away compared with that
and sinners saved. His Aar when,covered with
self-renunciation and all the sin of sinners, He
self-sacrifice made who knew no sin "was
possible the redemption made sin for us," and

Events at the Tomb
Mark 16:1-7
Three devoted women
- Mary of Magdala,
Mary the mother of
James, and Salome -1
had watched the
crucifixion of Christ
from a distance.
Two of them had
observed the tomb in
God turned away from which His body had
Him.
been laid. After the SabChrist's utterance, bath had ended at six
"My God, My God, why o'clock on Saturday
hast -thou forsaken evening they had purme?", was the saddest chased spices with
cry that was ever heard. which to anoint the body
It spoke of an agony, the of Christ.
fearfulness of which
Belatedly, on Sunday
cannot be measured by morning they hastened
human imagination_
to the tomb to anoint
Christ was forsaken of Christ's body with
God in order that we spices and perfumes as
might be accepted of an expression of their
God. He was separated love for and devotion to
temporarily from God Him.
As they hastened to
in order that we might
not be separated eter- the tomb they wondered
and worried about how
nally from Him.
they would get the huge
Impressed by the stone rolled away from
heroic bearing of Christ, the entrance to it:
and the accomWhen they arrived
paniments of His death, they discovered that
the centurion their concern had been
acknowledged that unuecessary for qv
Christ was the Son of stone was rolled away.
God. The veil hanging in
Upon entering the
the Temple was then tomb, the messenger
split from top to bottom. seated therein urged
them not to be afraid,
and.-told them that
Christ Jesus was not
there because He had
risen.
He commanded the
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
women to go and "tell
his disciples and Peter
that
he goeth before you
Pricek furnished by First of
I.B.M.110% -3:1 Into
Galilee."
Michigan .,
Jerrico .. .
13% +'
It is so comforting to
Industrial Average
-4.61
J.C. Penney.....50% + 1/4
-know -that this Christ
3
Air Products
.163 -1 2
Kmart
29% --%
who was crucified, who
Apple Computer
2778 unc
Mary Kay Cosm
11% i
was buried, and who
American Telephone
1514 unc
Penwalt
34% -i8 arose from the dead
is
Chrysler •
257,i + 48
Quaker Oats
607/8 - 14
still
alive,
and
as
our
liv-Dupont
4914 + I ry .
Sears
.
31% - 14
ing Lord is still meeting,
34% -%-----Stuart Hall....... _..
Fiord
__ _548 unc
our
Various needs day
G.A F
16% unc
Texaco •
40 unc
353,4 _14 after day.
General Motors.
6414 -1-4
U.S. Tobacco
GenCorp, Inc
A poll of 1,000
32% + 14
Wal-Mart
34% + 18
Goodrich 32 -1 3,,
Wendy's_ •
1414 - 18 American corporations
_Goodyear . . - - - - .,.,25% t '.4
Wetterau.._ .
_ ..17% unc found that 54 percent of
914 ,
/
1
4 the insurance com-Gulf Oil
7878 + 34
A.L. Williams
Home Health
panies surveyed had one
Care America
C.E.F. Yield
714 ._ .... .9.54 or more women on their
boards of directors,
compared with 41 percent of non-insurance
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
businesses, _says .the
...American Council of
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Life Insurance.

sunday school
lesson
by-h.c. chiles

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

Rudolph Goodyear

Irina

U.S. 641 S.
'tininess Si Good

Asst..
492-8348

Murray, Ky. (502) 753-0595
'We Have A Winning Teem- Nudity, Quantity ilfria"

1::',':•:-••••••:•:•:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•••••• • •

-

Spring Arrivals mvw patterns now in
stock. All patterns are
and
discounted
guaranteed first quality.
Over 800 patterns in
stock. Also stocking CORONADO paint.

One Dryer "mad
Limit one per customer Expires 4-31-84

You are invited to:

8-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-9 p.m. Sun.

"Special Easter Services"

Each Wash

75

Bel Air Laundry

April 18-22
First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street

IMALLPAPER
VV ALLPAPER

, 641 South Bel Air Center

9-6 MON.-SAT.
(502)554-0100 ,

3594 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah
•

Celebrate Easter At

Dr. Greg Earwood, Pastor
and
Wayne Halley, Minist6 of Music
Leading

Kenlake State _Resort Park
Aurora. ks..

1
2
2
2
2
2

* Ea%ter .hitturim. !iers

2
2

uti d ril__at the Amphitheater (weather perrnittinJ
11 not, services will be held in the patio rOTFn,iside the lodge

2
2
3
3
3
3

*Easter Egg Hunt

3
a
3'

00 p.m. Prizes awarded.
.eld.knside the lodge
r. case ol rain

4

4;
4:
4;

* Bullet
milled Fresh Fruit Bowl

Bro. Halley

Dr. Earwood

Services 7:00 each night-10:45 Easter
Revival Themes
Wednesday: In the Garden (Not my will, but Thine be done)
Thursday: The Lord's Supper;
Friday: The Cross
. Saturday: Reflections on the Crucifixion

•
•

•;•4'.7,11-

41

_Meese Bar, Featuring Ky.
:heeses
-(oast Top Round of, Choice
'-3eef, Carved on Line
-iaked Bluegrass Sugar:ured Ham, Fruit Sauce,
;arved on Line
oast Leg of Bluegrass
,imb with Mint „Jelly
he Chef's Selection
iarden Vegetables .
ssorted
Salads
and
'elishes
(,-?ssert T,able
%ening '12 tttttt until 3:30,p..

A

Adults $6.95 Children $4.25
(Beverages Not Ineluded In Price of Meal)

,
.•-•one

•

Nursery Provided - Transportation provided upon calling the'church office.
•

.

411. •.•••••••••••••••7

•
-

•-s .1.

'

•

•_

•1.
.

•

••••

•

imponsistalitaniojet.
-

Community calendar events
Saturday, Aprit21
Saturday. April 21 •
at Woodlands Nature 7:30 p.m. at Oaks CounCenter.
try Club.
Easter Egg Hunt for
preschool through third
Sunday, April 22
grade will be at 9:30
Alcoholics
a.m. at Murray Country Anonymous will have a
Club.
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
in western portion of
Easter Egg Hunt and Livestock and ExposiLunch for preschool tion Center. For inforthrough sixth rade will mation call 753-0061,
be at 11 a.m. at Oaks 762-3399 or 753-7764.
Country Club.
• ---Events in Land BetCouples Bridge with
Mary C. Lamb as ween-the Lakes will inhostess
scheduled at clude preparing Garden

Sunday, April 22
Soil from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm and Spring Crappie Fishing at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.

(Coned from page 4)

Diamond

Sunday,April 22
wedding anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. James from 2 to 4 p.m. in ComA. Parker will be munity Room of North
honored at a rerepttnn. Branch of Peoples
in celebration of 50th Bank.

*
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SPECIAL

Sunday, April 22

of the
Month

TRADE-INS
EXCLUDED

This-Is A Leash

ft is the best birth control device. of
.randorn eriatings and unwanted puppies

It is the best wildlife and
environmental pro
tection, • •
It is the best way to keep you dog uninjured, vautrwr:
oirlaa
rilPys
a iaa•—i
w
trarnqyour pet from darting into Traffic.
part 0! a lV IA 1)Qg
egrrnnating pain -and vete-Unary hilts
• - It is the best way
to develop an affectionate '
It is the best good neighbor policy-Maker,
iou( pet 11311)1)1 -411•
, sorl

It is the best identification service.
tag attarned
-1 back to you if
c•nsp

7

90
Days
Same as Cash

LAYAWAYS
Or
BANK CARDS

Trespassing.

-destructive-or ottoe,...0-re:: on :vOtit---rinigtifinr-S"
of on the city's sidewalks It •wiii also keep
youf pet born •tociping-up
etufdren or adultsand possibly intliclriax.nply po_itttru
•'
as /he discomfort or fright it nitwit_ L.1•.

The home economics Albert
Nichy, Cardin
department at Murray
Carmack, Barbara Lax.
High School recently Gayle
Adams, Jackie
sponsored a seminar
Kennedy, Vicki Travis,
targeted toward use of Eli Alexan
der Jr.,
computers in homes.
Joesphine
The course was held Faynell Flora,
Grady
on three 'consecutive Carm
ack, Tina
Monday evenings - and Gorham
, Beverly Ghan,
-was taught by Lloyd Bill
Miller and Doyle
Hasty, a MHS teacher.
Farris.
Those-participating in
Funding for the prothe seminar were Sue
gram was provided by
McNeary, Judy
Kentucky vocational
Latimer, Bill William- funds
for adult
son, Linnie Hooks, education.

THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 1984
— —

A Reminder From The Humane Society
of Calloway County

• ••••;)Int..)

Several participate in
home computer class

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

• -I

(let
'•

Itls also the best crime preventio
n device,
•
tp! a •
Trft.-•crra
Use it. Keep you dog leashed. As a habit and as a matter of
civil civic
practice
Credit to Humane Society of the
United States

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER.
MURRAY, KY.

_

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 12-6

Sale Ends Saturday

Hog market report listed
,
Federal-State Market News Service
April 19
.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes* Buytrig Stplpris_.
Receipts: Act 967 Est. 600 Barrows
(711terntty .50lower Sows under 500- lbs steady 1 00lower over 500 lbs. 1.50
to Instances 2.6o lower
17S 1.2 210-240 lbs $47 50.45.00 few 45.25
1'S 2 200•210
946.50.47.50

I'S 2 210-250 lbs
US 2-3 250-270 Ihs

947 00-47 50
946 00:47 00
-

Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
t7S
1-3 300.456 lbs
1.3 450.500 lbs
US 1.3 500-650 lbs
US 2-3 300.500 lbs
Boars 934.00-35 50

939.50-42.00
940.50-43.50
$43.00.45 00
946.00-47.00
839.50-41 00'

_

DOORBUSTER

DOOR BUSTER

DOORBUSTER

----S.----S..
alaialguanofto
mama.masa •ea

Pictured with Murray-Calloway County,
Jaycee president Don Rogers (right) is interium
vice-president for Murray State University relations and development Don Kelly (left). Don Kelly is recieving the Jaycee certificate of appreciation for working with the Jaycee chapter this
year and for speaking at this years Jaycee yearend banquet.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Council
6 Challenged
11 Day of rest
12 Suppoted
14 The
sweetsop
15 Dubbed
17 Parent:
colloq.
18 Possessive
pronoun
19 Poisons
20 Chicken
21 Born
22 ilttnita•tt%
23 Depression
24 Passage
through
26 Barter
27 Levantine
ketch
28 Beverage
29 Defeats
31 Excessively
enthusiastic
34 Poems
_
35 More rational
36 Compass
point
37 Illuminated
38 Dwarf •
39 Everyone
40 Latin
coniunction
41 Make
amends
42 Narrow, flat
board
43 WOs
45 Matures
47 Harvests
48 Remain erect
DOWN
1 Table spread
2 Units
3 Paid notices

4 Sun god
5 Forceful
6 Cupolas
7 Imitates
8 Free of
9 Printer's
measure
10 Rely on
11 Consecrated
-person
13 Roman poet
16 Dillseed
19 Foundation
20 Vital organ
22 Insects
23 Gloomy • 25 Item of
property
26 Doctrine
28 Streamers
29 Tree trunks
3Q Newspaper
executive
31 Woodland
deity

Sale Price

1.49

40-Lb.* Top Soil
Ideal for patching lawns, potting plants,
flowers, planting trees & shrubs.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

32 Land
Surrbunded
by water
33 Ancient tools
35 Packs away
38 Halt

39 Danish
measure
41 Macaw
42 Health resort
44 Note of scale
46 Kind of type:
abbr.

WWWWW WWWWW
NOM= NNOMMIN
NM= WWII= N
WU WEN= •
WM MUM WOW
6111WWWIM WNW=
MMOM WM=
WWII= WINIMMW /14
WM MOM wu
WWI MIMI Id=
WM WU= WEE
MUM= WhiMMEM
WM. WU=

3

Our Reg.
209 87

Off Reg. Price

Rear Discharge
Any of our assorted Fruit and Rotar
y NkmNer
Shade Trees.
31/2 H.P. Briggs and Stratton engine. 20.
rear -bagging steel deck complete with
grass catcher.

.6
,=-;
'o COW MANURE
•

1.27

Ouir.8R7eg

40-Lb.* Manure
• Composted cow manure is weed=
free, non-burning, odorless.
•

Evergreen Plant Food
Super K-Gro' evergreen/plont
food in 5-lb,* box.
••—•

347

Our Reg.
4.48

5-lb. Grass Seed
'Kentucky 31' tall fescue grass
seed at savings.

Turf Builder
Lawn fertilizer covers 5,000
sq..
ft. 161 Y16 lb.*
•

•

SPECIAL

Steak Finger Basket

Our Reg.
16.97

Includes Steak Fingers.
French Fries, Slaw,
Pickle. Toasted Bun •
& Regular Drink

Arrucils

Garden Hose
Flexible rubber/vinyl garden
hose. %"x75' Brass fittings. •

Healthy annuals 3-4 plants per
sac

,. Special Good April 20-26

Ceinuoniontiklim Through Window

:
,
1•••••
•

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers
Chestnut

753-0045

•_. •

•

•••
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BISCUITS

-*Buy 1 Get 1

12 Oz. Save

57' FREE

Mrs. Filberts

Buy 1 Get 1

SPREAD

Save

$

49

Archway

FREE

84 Oz. Save $ 1"

Kitty

FREE

,
',
\

Buy 1 Get

LITTER

20 Lb. Ba

Save '4"

FREE

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

Green Giant Blue Lake Cut

GREEN BEANS./6 Oz. 49°
5 _Lb.

so

We Gladly Accept
Food Stamps

Gold Medal Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR

89°

SiVE
Duncan Hines

18%, Oz

49

-

99°

24 Oz

$

89

c2gle
Oe
sugt

SPAGHETTI

16 Oz.

69°

CORN

.17 Oz., 49°

r

4

5 Lb •
iitionai
it

Lb •

Kitty
With s
po
rchas

49°
•••••••••••••••••••••••
Hams & Shoulders

CHIPS

tI
n

990

oo

E„cl

DairY
udiligducts
AndA(Pitro
?
'

Duncan Hines All Flayprs.

2

FROSTING

ar

ciud,„„
uf al
obacco

()duct

Green Giant French Style

GREEN BEANS

76

Oz. 49°

Domino-D. Brown or L. Brown

POWDERED SUGAR

w

'...olden Cream Style
'
--=-Greerriarit

For Easter
•••••••••••••••••••••••

CORN

170z.

49°

BfJE
U.S Choice
Boneless

S/VE
U.S Choice
Extra Lean

CHUCK
ROAST

GROUND
CHUCK

Li)
$149

Salad Plate
79'

Per or Carnation

EVAPORATED MILK

3 Oz

SAVE

SAVE
U.S.D.A. Fresh

Bryan Boneless
Smoky Hollow

CHICKEN
BREAST

Martha White Self Rising

MEAL

HAMS

5 Lb

V2 or Whole
:10.•
,

Twin Pet

$219
Lb

Lb
$ 1 49

$ 1 79
Li)

59'

1 Lb Box

This Week

49'
•

120z.

12 Oz.

Order Your Pit Baked

-

14 Oz

Bakers Chocolate

890

Green Giant Niblet Whole Kernel

CORN

COCONUT

Rofis

With $15

CAT FOOD. 6 oz. 4/89°

Angle Flake

ssue

9

Green Giant Whole Kernel

•.

GOOD THRU
4-25-84

white 00,,,
OkEr

Godchaux
sUGA

Red Cross Reg. or Thin

Mills pointed to one final
economic benefit. "Each year:
we apply for and receive as
much as $8,000 in grants from
State. and Federal agencies.
With 75 percent of the spent
locally, we're seeing more than
$20,000 in economic stimulation
from grants alone.And the More
we raise locally, the more we
will receive in grants"
In the final analysis, says
Valentine, theatre is free. "As
much fun and as much cultural
good as it provides, community
theatre pays for itself in the long
run. It makes our community
more attractive to prospective
businesses and residents, it
stimulates consumer spending,
and it makes Murray a better
plate in whiCh tO live. "What
price can you put on that?"

ROLLS -MAK E A
MEAL SPECIAL!

Limit 2

Sue Bee

HONEY

1

BOLLS 89°

25 Oz. $ 1 59

250,

A

Brown & Serve

Mussleman's Peach

PIE FILLING

p.lmost anything. I am convinced that, over the. last seven
years, community theatre has
helped stimulate a general interest and participation in the
arts," said Valentine, "and
more interest means more
dollars turning over in our
economy."

ALL 3 WITH 64500 ORDER

With $ 15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Toba,:co Products
•

•

I PEPPERIDGE FARM

CAKE MIX

Mussleman's Cherry

PIE--FILLING.

Jr, ••

BOTH WITH '307 ORDER

BONUS SPECIAL
WITH 61500 ORDER

•-

Boy, Do
We Have
Bargains

Buy 1 Get 1

COOKIES

-

COW'30
I
M.Oiaielikit.
304:30€0
We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town"

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE
- -Hyde Park -Texas Style
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drive in its history

eighth year of production, is inother fund raising efforts," he
said, "and that is nearly half of
volved in the largest fund drive
in its history. But theatre oftheir budget. qur ticket sales'
ficials fear that many people do
Usually pay for the production of
the play, but we need donations
not understand‘the full effect of
II4•4
v4KS
.
4 vi
•
v
'
Ir 2
Fa
•S
r•
74
&VW
to cover our constant costs of
•
_w4
;
4
74
_
4
.
"
-1V .9- '41F
4 theatre activities.
-4••
• #* • o•A
'‘
—w4&••• • #4" .4404 - "Most folks think that Com.
operation."
Second, nearly 95 percent of
4•,.#
••"4 munity theatre is just a bunch of
.••
the money spent by community
#4 people out here in the park put•4
4.
i. ting on plays," says Dr. Marvin
theatre is spent in Murray and
•
Mills.. vice-president for funCalloway County. "We- have to
ding. "But they forget the the
buy scripts and pay royalties to
theatre aids local school
out-of-town companies," said
AURORA, KENTUCKY
systems by providing perforValentine, "but the vast bulk of
our expenditures are made to
i mance opportunites for
students, training for teachers,
local hardware and fabric
e_•
stores, local office supply and
4
4 workshops and classes for
everyone. It's hard to put a price
elctronics dealers.
M.
on that."
The effect of this last finding is
Mills and Executive director
significant. Using - common
4 Hal Park, have just completed a economic multiplier effects, the
survey of the theatre's financial
theatre has an economic impact
of well over $100,000 on the local
needs and impact. They found
two impressive facts: First,
economy.
although the theatre charges flit"When people have access to
admission, only about half of its. live theatre, they become more,
operating costs are paid by
attuned to many kinds of entermoney received for tickets. Actainmenti"said Park. Valentine
cording to Park, this is the norm
echoed the sentiments.
• * * e,*
"You can Took at attendance
for civic 'theatres. "Actors
NrawnemweamoRIPL*
44,,
•
"
4
.
11X.
104
1
64
records at
TheatTe of Louisville gets about
State's
— M OTHER'S DAV —
•Ajteek.,
T BR I %
1h
3t
1WANrd &WAN
VWAEPOI011.4 IWEEi:Mrd1.
:MK
S960;000 from the "Greatei
theatre, at tile'vies,
7:11111GI
1
mo
azok7k. IP.M.1 KWh\PAlik.
at the
Louisville Fund for the Arts and
Civic Music Association events,

Easter Sunday
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Calloway County Community
Theatre. .
The theatre, now entering its
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local economy like a donation to
the theatre," says Robert Valentine, President of the Murray-

''Of all the charitable contributions one might make, probably Ilene will stimulate the
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP - Mayor Scotty
Baesler is negotiating to bring a little spot of
green to brighten a downtown area in time for
- the -NCAA basketball-tournament next-year.
Baesler is talking with developer Wallace
Wilkinson about the possibility of leasing property gt South Limestone and Main streets in hopes
of making it a temporary park on the World Coal
Center site.
The mayor estitnales-ff-may rake about 90 days
to complete the park, with the use of private_ _
funds.
CALHOUN,Ky.(AP)- ir-budget shortfall has
Fished the McLean County school superintendent-to- rew
end closing Island Elementary
School and sending its students to • Livermore
next year.
Joe Anthony' suggestion-came up-Wednesday
night as the result of an estimated revenue
deficit of $52,000 If no teachers and programs are
cut and Island remains open. ,
The last two state Department-of Education
facilities surveys have suggested that the Island
school be closed, Anthony said.
'No one desires to close any school,': he said.
"But what do you do? How do you come tip with
the best program for the boys and girls?"
However, school board members took no
-.action.
Board member Horner Crabtree." who
represents the Island district, said new
classrooms at Liuermore would be needed if the
schools were consolidated.
LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP)- A LuiisviIie hospanl
patient was burned and 26 others were moved
from their ninth-floor rooms after a bed caught
fire.
James Williards, 737 of Louisville was in
satisfactory condition Wednesday night after
suffering burns from his flaming bed, said Vivian Sallee, spokeswoman for Humana Hospital
'University..
•§he says the other patients on the ninth floor of
the eaSt -Whig were Uninjured and -were to he
-moved back to their rooms.•

Maj. Pete Wright of the Louisville Fire Department said the fire was confined to the bed, .
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(API - No one was injured
in a fire that forced the evacuation of 175 guests
at The Louisville Inn.
Damage was confined to the fourth floor room
where the fire began because of a malfunction in
a table lamp's wiring, said Maj. Pete Wright of
the Louisville Fire Department.
Bar customers and guests were evacuated into
the parking lot for 45 minutes before being allowed back inside.
A fire department spokesman said the fire was
"potentially tremendously serious" because of
the gurnber of visitors, on the upper floore.However, firefighters put out the fire in about 20
.
minutes.

Hotel manager Michael Tebeau said some
early June.'
guests would have to be shuffled around but none
The children, aged 6 to 10, testified during_the
-would Nave-to- leave--thr-hutei -near -downtoVinitical,-Siemens said.
_
Louisville.
____
---HODGENVILL, Ky.(AP)- Two'federal ofLOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP) A Jefferson Circuit
ficials from Kentucky joined a Hodgenville
Court jury has convicted a Louisville man of sex
celebration called to dedicate What Judgeually abusing five children at a day-care center
executive Joe Pearman referred to as one piece
he helped run.
of a puzzle" designed to attract new industry.
Larry J. Schenck. 45. was convicted of five
Pearman was joined by Hodgensville Mayor
counts of first-degree sexual abuse and three
R. K. Keith, US. Rep. William Natcher and Sen.
counts of first-degree sodomy Wednesday night,
Walter "Dee" Huddleston at McDougal Lake,
said prosecutor Gary.E. Siemens.
which is a $1.9 million flood control project.
Siemens said the jury four4Schenck innocent
Construction that included an earthen dam
on one count ot-first-degree-rape:
cost slightly more than $1 million dollars and
. -The jury regornmended a sentence of.20 years,
was conapletectialt_fail. Keith
- on each sodomy count and five years on each
The lake will serve as a drainage point for
sexual abuse eount. Formal sentencing-is set for
than 6200,
acres of land.

MSU `News' earns awards
Murray State Uniyersity's student
newspaper, The Murray
State News, received 18
awards at the annual
spring meeting of the
Kentucky Intercollegiate' Press
Association (KIPA)
held recently at
Morehead State
_University.
The News tied for second place with Eastern
Kentucky University's
Progress, behind
Western Kentu
y
University's College
Heights Herald.

PAGE 11
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)- Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. of New York is the majority
stockholder now in the historic Seelbach Hotel,
encliFig about six months of negotiationabetween
the'company and a partnership that owned 50
Percent_ of the °interest in. the 332-room_ luxury
hotel.
"In practicality, it is a buy-Out," saidCheryll.
Brooks. a Metropolitan spokeswoman.
The Seel ach first operied-ln 1905 and closed in
the mid
70s. Actor and real-estate investor
Roger Ddvis and construction executive Gil
Whittenberg.spent millions of dollars of their
own to complete most of the restoration before
Metropolitan moved in as half-owner in early
1981.
- Whit-tei-bi erg said Wednesday that he and
Davis have no more financial obligation to
Metropolitan and no role in the hotel operation.
The two had been behind in mortgage payments
to Metropolitan. The company reportedly paid
$12.7 million to the partnership, called Old
Seelbach Inc.
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advertising copy
sophomore, was sleeted forDiplazzo.
editor in chief- second
.place in review category, David
second vice president.
Tur-W. _ blorwg-antstivis tenter.
Students win-fling 'photography editor third piece for
sports game story. Teresa Engler%
awards were:
r-atierlFirrn senior. erntortar asals
tont, third place for general Interest
Harp, sports editor, first place for
column and honorable mention for
sports game story. second place for
continuing news story, Dean
sports - news story and sports
Cosstboom. Paducah Junior, feature
-photography,- third place for house
adverthienients- and honorable men— _ataft writer, honorable mention for
feature story: and Jeff Linkous.
tion for sports column; Tommy
Paris. Tenn . formerly of Braden
Priddy. Springville. Tenn.. Junior.
sports staff writer. firaLislace_for_ _ham:former news.editor_Jagnarable
mention for humor column
sports news story. Lynn Busby.
The News won third place for front
Fulton senior, advertising sales
page layout and'honOrable Mention
manager, first place for.advertisIng
for editorial page
copy writing and honorable mention

Diamond

Carat,

* TRADE-INS
EXCLUDED

WAS
$1500

-

YOUR
CHOICE

Days
Same as Cash

'Fertilizing

-K

—

1

'Seeding

.8( Weed Control
Guarantees
759-9246

of the
Month

Total
Weight

90

Two Murray State
studebts were also
elected KIPA officers at
the conference. Dan
Dipiazzo.-Godfrey, Ill.,
junior, was elected first
vice president and Lonnie Harp, Mayfield

SPECIAL

$699*

I AYAWAV

or
hANIK( A PDS

Niichelsons
Quality at a Price!
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY. KY.

RUD REALTY

'For Real Service In Real Estate
The Kopperud Realty 'Home Team' is proud to serve the people of Murray and Calloway
County. Featured below, is a selection of our currently listed quality homes.Phone 753-1222
for information on these and many other fine homes.

COUNTRY ESTATE
NEAR LYNN GROVE

LUXURIOUS HOME
WITH 3 ACRES, BARN
AND SWIMMING POOL

FRESH ON THE MARKET
• MID $60's

RUSTIC COMTEMPORARY
ON WOODED LOTS

QUIET RESIDENTIAL
•
NEIGHBORHOOD 4 BEDROOM
$70's

GREAT LOCATION
REASONABLE PRICE!
$65,000

OWNER WANTS OFFER!
940s

SAY HELLO TO
A GOOD BUY
$30,500

$6.75

$18.00

1E11

Red Dogwood
Reg.

Sale Price

LARGE FAMILY HOME,
ON 2 ACRES

KENTUCKY LAKE RESIDENCE
SAUNA, 3 FIREPLACES,
PRIVATE TENNIS COURT

NEAR COUNTRY CLUB
LOVELY WOODED LOT
$70's

1

QUALITY BRICK HOME
GARAGE/WORKSHOP
3.7 ACRES $50's

THE QUALITY AND
CLASS OF YESTERYEAR
$65,000

NEW LISTING
EXTREMELY NEAT
3 BEDROOM HOME $40's

3 BEDROOMS, 2 FIREPLACES
REDECORATED THROUGHOUT
s40's

AFFORDABLE HOME ON
LARGE WOODED LOT
MID $30's

Red Maples
STATELY OLDER HOME
CIRCA 1929

2 Gal. Reg. $8.95

Rose Bushes

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
$30's

THREE BEDROOM WITH
FIREPLACE $40's

Hybrid Tea

Geraniums
Red-Pink -Salmon

A Sure Sign of Spring!

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main_
Murray, Ky.
407 N. 12th

Murray

753-1725

Geri Andersen 753-7,032
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
George Gallagher 753-8129
Tom Hopkins 753-3488
Audra Moody 753-9036
Bill Rayburn, Sales Manager 759-4900
4r14P

41IL

am;

Homes FOR k.1V1OG-

111111111
1.6111111MAI
_

eo"

Glenda Smith 753-1499
Bill Kopperud, Broker 753-6620
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Purcell plays Lendl
in today*s match
in Jacomo tourney
.MONTE CARLO, Monaco Al'1 — Although
they have adapted to the slow clay and brightsun, the top seeds at the $405,000 Monte Carla
Open tennis still faced tough challenge from
hungry underdogs with nothing to lose. ,
In second-round matches today, top seed
Ivan Lend! of Czechoslovakia tackled Mel
Purcell of the United -States. while France's
Yannicit Noah- met Diego Perez.of-Urtignay7--Purcell, a 24-year-old. Muiray,,. Kentucky
native. Wants another crack at the title. He
laSt-straight sets cn last' year's final to
Sweden's Mats Wilander. Purcell says he's in
better shape this_year and that endurance will
decide the 1984' title match.
"Whoever is in the best shape is going to,
win, but it looks like Mats is the man to beat."
Purcell said.
•
Wilantlef-bMezed through his second-round •
42.34442_ WeikitotindafratiTorrus-.SmId zrt.
Czechoslovakia '6-3, 6-3.
Lend! took Wednesday off and played golf,
one of .his favorite pastimes along with''
Rubik's cube. The Czech mbved into the second round Tuesday at the expense of Henri
1 -et-ante _France'_s_Na_2_pjayer-- --------,
A capacity crowd of 8.000 'was on hand
Wednesday for Noah's homecoming - the'.
first match he has played before a Frerich•
crowd • since moving to New York last
November.. The 23-year-old French Open
champion nowned-ROmania sTrie Nastase,7-5,___
64 fflUrernaifirrigfiFst-round match.
Noah said he was glad to be back in France,
where he became a national hero after becomingthe first Frenchman in 37 years to win the
Ffencli Open.- Third-seeded Jimmy Arias easily won a battle of Americans-with -Brian Gottfried;scoring
a 6--3: 6-2 viet.bek fodaY in The second round.
In other secOnd-round matches Wednesday, ;
Andites Gomez of Ecuador misled American.
Bead Gilbert 2-6, 6-4, 6-3; Sweden's Henri .
• Sundstrom _gained a quarter-final berth
against American Jimmy Brown 6-.'L6-3, and
Anieritclin Scott Davis struggled past Roberto
At-gut-114. ,)f ALgentina 3-8. 7-8, 7-8:

- -

-

NIHS golfers beat Lone Oak

. •.

......_

- -
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Mutray- -High's-_ Lady
Tiger
1--f -t va-m
defeated visiting Lone
0a)c. 206-209, at the Murray Country Club
Wednesday.
• - -Lone _Oak's Rachelle
Tfi.ro_gm nr.t.o_n was
. medalist - for the day
..
— - - with-a48.1011owed clitiaeI y b y „Mutray't

Meredith 1-knves 49.
Other. MHS scores included Amy Wilson, 50,
Tracy Graves,52, Shelly
Caldwell. 55, Lisa
Whitaker. 52,7-Lisa Rexroat. 56, and Lisa
Shoemaker,5L
Friday both_ MHS golf
teams host Mayfield at
Murray Country Club.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Tigers 8, Lakers 5

Few hits don't daunt MHS in win over Lakers
By JIM RECTOR
ed Jeff Downey, Jay got Tirylor and Skinner
Sports Editor
Watson and David Ran- to ground out, then Rob
Considering the past dolph in succession, but Stevens ripped a double
rivalries between Mur- a wild pitch to Randolph .to put a mild scare in the
ray High and Calloway brought Mark Boggess MHS ranks. Kris Starks
County athletic teams. home from third to tie flied out to left field,
Wednesday's baseball the game, 3-3. Then a however, and the threat
showdown was more of mishandled third strike was ended.
a letdownin on Randolph allowed
The Lakers scored the
enthusiasm.
him to reach first safely first three runs of the
But while the Murray and Mazurka scored game in the second innbatters were more slug- from third on the ing. Two runs camegish than slugging, the miscue to give Murray home on David Snow's
results were.acceptable Its' first lead, 4-3.
bases-loaded double and
to Coach Cary Miller
Shawn McClure lined the third came when
and--his-crew. The out to end the inning, but Starks scored, on a sucTigers defeated the the damage was done. cessful squeeze bunt
Lakers, 8-5, in a single- Murray never trailed attempt.
game at the old city thereafter.
Murray (9-2) was
park.
credited
with stealing 10
The Tigers scored the
Both teams crowdedwinning run in the bases but both teams
the basepaths time and
fourth inning when Skin- left seven- runners
time pgain, but neither
ner loaded the bases on stranded. Calloway.
team was successful in
Mark West's single, a more than doubled Murbreaking the game wide
walk by Boggess and an ray's hitting, 7-3, but the
open with the key hit.
intentional walk to Lakers were charged
"We just weren't up
Mazurka. Pitching with three errors to
for this one," Miller adaround Mazurka with none by the Tigers.
mitted. "We've played a
Murray drew 16
two outs proved to be a
lot of baseball this year,
mistake for the Lakers walks, Calloway had
but you.couldn't tell it
as Downey stroked a seven.
by the way we swung
Grogan threw five
hard grounder that
the bats today. We.
escaped the CCHS short- strikeouts to aid his se- played -very-well defenstop, scoring West. and cond win without a loss
sively, but we made too
Boggess came home this season.
many mental errors
Murray's upcoming
safely on the throw-in
offensively.
schedule includes a
from center field.
"We left too many
game in Camden,Term
- .,
runners on in scoring
Murray added solo today, then a 1 p.m,
positions and we loaded runs in the fifth and doubleheader against
the bases several times sixth, and Mitch Grogan Henderson County,
but didn't-take advan- protected the lead until Saturday, at -Murray
tage to 'put the game the bottom of the sixth State's Reagan Field.
away."
when he loaded the
Calloway (1-2) visits
The Tigers were bases and, gave up one Trigg County today and
limited to only three hits run before turning the travels to Marspall
- all singles - by a pair reigns over to reliever County for a 4 p.m.
of Laker hurlers. Sam West.
district game on Friday.
•
Taylor, who was pinned
West saved the day by
with the loss, lasted un- striking out Chuck
. 1234567 R HE
Murray
- 0. 0 4-2 .1-3 d.- 3 0
til the third inning when Baker on four pitches Calloway
Co. 0 3 0 1 0 1 0. 573
he loaded the bases then and forcing John Mark
WP 'Mitch Grogan 12-011.1' —
gave Way to Brad Potts to ground out to Sam Taylor I 0-1 I Save — Mark
West
Skinner.
- 213 —
David Snow. Rob
end the inning.
Stevens LOB — both teams left 7.
Calloway haa a 3-0
In the seventh. West
Records — MHS 9-2. CCHS,
1k
lead before Taylor walked Wade Mazurka to
force in the first Murray
run in the top of the
third. Skinner came in
and his first pitch was
SAFE - Murray Bigh's Mark West slides in before Calloway County
third
wild allowing Steve
baseman Kris titarIN-can produce the tag. West's steal was one,of 10 by,
the
Malone to' score "from
MHS_baserunners in Wednesday's $-.1 victory over theritkl.rs. Watching the
third.
action from the mound is Calloway pitcher Brad Skinner.
Skinner almost got out
CLARKSVILrE , Racers were already
Staff photo by Jim-Rector
of trouble When he fann- Tenn. - Bobby Mon- assured of the victory
tgomery lost his first having won the other
Ohio Valley Conference five singles matches,
tennis match of the but they made the
year, Wednesday, as he triumph complete by
fell 7-6'in the final set of sweeping all three
a delayed match against doubles matches as
host Austin Peay's Hart- well.
Calloway County
Also, two outstanding
mut Junghalm.
The matches were
High's football program lifting awards will be
The No.1 singles bat- postponed and not
will be sponsoring a presented for the tle was postponed
in the cancelled because they
Lift-A-Thon. Monday at competition.
third set after Mon- were necessary for
7 p.m. at the CCHS
Each competitor -will tgomery had lost the determining the seeding
gymnasium:obtain pledges for each first set, 7-5, then Order in the OVC tournapound' he can lift. The retaliated in the second ment. Friday the match
Weightlifters from the money will be used to
to win 7-6.
in'Murray against Micl-•
football team will be finance the Calloway
Bad weather forced die Tennessee and post
divided into nine lifting summer football camp.
the match to be postpon- MSU will be the Racers
classes and prizes will
The public is invited -ed along with all three final seeding
match.
be awarded for the top to attend the Lift-Adoubles matches betIn
Wednesday'
s conthree lifters in each Thon and no admission
ween Murray State and tinuation matches. Murcategory: will be charged.
Austin Peay. The ray's MontgomeryBarry Thomas doubles
team ousted Myles
VE.E.E2LEE.E.E.E.
Va.nUrk-Fred Hall, 6-2,
6-2. Steve Massed and
01
Jens -Bergraitm surviv-ed a three-set match
against Junghahn-Kirt
Angel, 4-6, 6-1, 6-2: and
01
01
John Brunner-Johan
Tanurii rallied to beat
Tony Doris-Fred glan- ,
ck, 6-7, 6-2, 6-3.

Montgomery loses first
OVC match; Racers win
doubles against APSU

CCHS football players
sponsor Lift-A-Thon

AUTO PARTS STORES

01

00

At
Unheard Of Prices

Yes From Now Until May 1st We Are Giving
Prices That You Can't Believe.

01
01
01
01

IRONRO-MATICc
Shock
The best selling
shock in the
world For
domestic and
foreign cars

1

MONRO-MAGNUM 60'
Shock

99
eea.

Twice as Ng as
standard 1 inch
shahs For
Pidi-oDs. vans
and Axe's

PROVEN VALOI
Near/ Doty Shock

3

95

Oversized 1 sh6"
piston for better
control, lOnger
wear

•ea.

Prices good Mu April 30 1984 at participating CAROuEST Auto Parts Stores

01
01

8

95

01

.ea.

01

AT MOST tOCATiONS

Motor Parts & Bearings
POW

1109 Chestnut Street
Murray -753-8371
CAROUEST the Right Place to buy auto parts
ts • Right. Price s Right Advice

-

So If You Were Dreaming of A New Pontoon
Boat, Now's Your Chance. Prices Like Never 01
:Before. Just Bring This Act And Make Your
01
Choice With Over 40 To Choose From.
0/
•

•
•

•

See The McClures At

1 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94 East
•
• Phone 502-753-6116 Office, 502-436-5483 Night
•
If No Answer 502-753-4837
rc-

Nets record
first-ever
playoff win
By The Associated Press
The New Jersey Nets
won their first-ever National Basketball
Association playoff
game, 'beating defending champion
Philadelphia 116-101 on,
the 76ers' home court
Wednesday night.
Buck Williams scored
25 points and collected
16 rebounds in 46
minutes-of-action as he
led the Nets over the
76ers in the opening
game of their best-offive first-round playoffseries. The 76ers are
trying to become the
first team to repeat as
NBA champions since
the Boston Celtics turned the trick.
In other first-roiuml
action Wednesday
,
night, t,12,,e Lo.t
Lakeii whipped' -the'
Kansas City Kings
11'6-105 and the Phoenix
Suns stoppecl the ,
Portland Trail Blazers
113-106.
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Racers- sign another jueo star

Parker signs with MSU Lady Racers
If the third time's considered the charm, then
Murray State's third
women's basketball
recruit is the rabbit's
foot the program's been
waiting for.
.
Carol Parker, - Miss
Kentucky Basketball for
1983-84, signed a
national-letter-of-intent
to play for the MSU
Lady Racers Wednesday night.
Parker, a 5-10 center
from Calvert City, Ky.,
was the last recruit for
MSU this year and the
most coveted of all the
signees in the state. She
averaged over 20 points
and 8.3 rebounds per
game last season in
leading her Marshall
'County Lady Marshals
to a perfect 34-0 record
and the girls state
championship.
Parker was named
the Purchase Player of
the Year as well as the
Most Valuable Player in
the state cham*inshiti

tournament.
Her signing was con_sidered the coup-degrace of the MSU

CAROL PARKER

South 12th Street

Bring in the coupons We will honor them at these
lower prices.
602 S. Sixth St., Mayfield• 1113 Sycamore, Murray

AswwAs
rat=

2, Good Housekeeptng •

Reg. Separate Items 499.75
• Realistic STA-450 Receiver*
• SCT-24A Cassette Deck With
Dolby'"B Noise Reduction
• Two MC-1201 Speaker Systems
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Turntable
Witb Moving-Magnet Cartridge

Cut
43
%

3995
me.

Pair,

II

•10 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 20-20.000.Hz, with no more than 03% THD

Reg. 69.95

TM DOIby LabOratories Licensing Corp_
•-•••••••••: ,tst•

No Wires to Run-Just Plug Into AC
Talk to family members anywhere in your home-even
monitor the kids in their room. Talk-bar doubles as a nightlight. With lock-bar for hands-free talking or monitoring.
Volume control. #43-212

Me •

Dictating/Transcribing System

Cassette Deck With Dolby NR 1

Micro-1000 by Realistic

SCT-24A by Realistic

Save $50

. Save
• MINI $30
8995

22995
Reg. 279.95

eine

AS LOW AS
126 PER
CIF•-•
ILSIE
•_ --.MONTH

Montreal at Quebec
Calgary at Edmonton
St Louis at Minnesota

Reg. 119.95

Save now on this 2-speed microcassette system. Remotecontrol handset has built-in speaker and mike. With lightweight headset and remote foot switch. #14-500

Basketball

High performance and low cost! Dolby B NR improves dynamic range and reduces hiss. Metal/CrOJnormal selectors. 2-color LED peak meters. #14-613

30% Off! TRS-80® PC-3 Pocket
Computer By Radio Shack

NBA Playoff Glance
First Round
(Best of Five)
Wednesday, April 18
New Jersey 116, Philadelphia 101.
New Jersey leads series 1-0
Los Angeles 116, Kansas City 105.
Los Angeles leads series 1-0
Phoenix 113„ Portland .106.
.
Phoenix leads series 1-0
Thursday, April 19
Washington at Boston
New York at Detroit
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Seattle at Dallas
Denver at Utah

:11T

rWl•

F P-7 PP-A:Pi-417

el it, El IN

IIII

GaramtnnariarnI2111111111
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nriciciriorini

40-Channel 5-Watt
CB Walkie-Talkie

Save
$30
995

•

TRC-212 by, Realistic

Save Cla95

$40 'Rer.139.9

Is6•

Southside Center

SAFE HOUSE' by Radio Shack

Save
$40

PRO-25 by Realistic

No wires to run-just plug receiver into AC outlet. With
one transmitter, add more for total protection. #49-410
Batteries for remote and backup extra

Extra Transmitters. Require battery. #49-411. .Each.29.95

Stylish LCD Digital Watch Pens

SIM..

Reg. 149.95. -

Hear all the action! Auto-scans Up to
eight channels on VHF-Lo/Hi/ Aircraft
and UHF-Lo/Hi. Scan-delay. channel
Two
lockouts, squelch control #20-106
Antennas
'Mobile use may be unlawful Check with at:Mon:Ts

•

Cut 1495
17%

495 595

S •
Reg. 17.95

Only 1 1/2 X 31/2 X13/8"

Reg. 6.95 Reg. 8.95

A Watch Pen. Displays time or month and date

Accurate to one minute per month *63-5075
B Alarm Watch Pen. 24-hour alarm *63-5076

•

Included-

Mini LED Car Clock-iSave S_ By Micronta

up to
34% Off

Use Standard Parker-Size Refills

REGISTER TODAY!

Save 9995;7;
$50
Batteries extra

A

.•••

8-Channel Portable*
Scanner Radio Cut 33%

Reg. 99.95

Micronta'

Radosilossio
antref

Batteries extra

5995
By

usE YOUR

Qur best! No crystals to buy-ready to use
on all channels. Range-Boost-antenna system extends signal reach. LCD channel display, battery-saver switch, adjustable squelch. With carry case. #21-1662

Reg. 99.95
A Real Computer, Yet Weighs Only 4 Ounces
Learn to program in BASIC or use our ready-to-run cassette software. 16 built-in math functions. Includes batteries and manual. #26-3590 Cassette recorder interface extra
,

How long could you hold on to a car if you knew
if was going to be yours. Well Dwain Taylor is going
to find out. Starting April 25th at 4:30 p.m. They're
.going to let the first 100 people to register, put their
hand on a 1976 Caprice two door, worth $1000",
and the person who
on thelongest, gets to Veep
the car. You must be 18 with a valid-driver's license,
.standing up with both feet on the ground and one had
on the car at all times. No employees of Dwain Taylor,
no artificial stimulants, sign an agreement to release
Dwattilaylor from liability_be responsible for taxes
/ and license and hold on. Be 'sure to register before
4 • p.m. April 24 at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. 'No
previous winner of hands on contest.

Add quartz-controlled time to your car Display blanks
when ignition -is turned off..Hillo dimmer control. With instructions and hardware for mounting in or under dash.
463-833

Save 55 on This All-In-One Deluxe 8-Range Battery
Pulse-Dialing Telephone
Tester-Save s2.07

Nome
Birthdote

Cut 788

17% Off 2495 2R9.95

Home PhOoe

15

By Micronta

ET-120 by Radio Shack

Drivers Lis.0

Address

AIN

Hangs Up on Any Flat Surface
Get pushbutton convenience even on

21%
Reg. 9.9.
5
-•
reboo,
w4y ...dRigAntrAin
nic_

Ah

.

- -

..

641 S.

noel.STORM

$S15175 34500

Plug.'n Talk" by Realistic

HOW LONG CAN
YOU HOLD ON

U.S.

(MAW tr

I

AL

Wireless Home Alarm System

---- ----

MA*
CI TIL ME

2-Station Wireless FM Intercom Complete Stereo System Cut 31%
By ReaTistic`
With Lighted Talk-Bar-Save s30

National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Divisional Finals
(Beatof-Sevenl
Wednesday. April le
Montselil 4, Quebes 0.,Montreal
leads series 3-2
N.Y. Islanders 5, Washington 3.
Islanders win series 4-1
Minnesota 6. St Louis 0. Minnesota 'leads series 3-2
Calgary 5. Edmonton 4, Edmonton- leans series 3-2
Friday. April 20
Quebec,t Montreal
Minnesota at St. Louis
Edmonton at Calgary
ol zi
Sund,Apri112
cassafv

753-8971

$9.99

SUPER E

Hockey

Friday's Gaines
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Houston at Atlanta, ni
New York at Philadelphia, n
Montreal at St Louis. th
San Diego at Los Angeles. in1
Cincinnati at San Francisco, I n1

$5.99

ache time

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pct
GB
New York
7
4
636 Philadelphia
7
4
636 St Louis
7
5
583
kt
Chicago
6
5
545
1
Montreal
6
6' .500
14
Pittsburgh
4
8
333
WEST DIVISION
„San Diego
10
2
633 _Los Angeles
7
6
538
34
Houston
5
R
365 54
San Francisco 4
7
364 54
Atlanta
4
8
333 6
Cincinnati
4
8
333 6
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 6 Philadelphia 3
Atlanta 5. Cincinnati 4. 10 innings
- St Louts 5-1, Chicago 0-6 New York 5. Montreal 4
Houston 3. Los Angeles 0
San Diego at San Francisco. ppd .
rain
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia I Carlton 1-01 at Pittsburgh !Rhoden 1.1
Montreal i Gullickson 0-23 at New ,
York oGooden 1-11
$t Louis Cox 2-01 at • Chicago
'Trout 1.11
San Diego Show 2-0, at Los
Angeles tPena 1.11. in
Cincinnati itlerenyl 0-2, at San
Francisco Krukow 1-21. I n
Only games scheduled

Our $11.50 coupon
for 15 pieces of chicken
should have been

AMOMKAM
\KO..

um Shoe

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pct
GB
Detroit
9
0 1 000 Toronto
4
666
24
Cleveland
5
5
500
44
New York
5
6
455 5
Milwaukee
4
7
364 6
Boston
273
7
3
8
Baltimore
2
9
182 8
WEST DIVISION
Oakland
•
- 5
-1143 Seattle •
1,,
5
*di .
• Muuiesota
7
6 . _538
California
7
it
467
24
Kansas City
5
6
455
211
-Chicago
1
5
444
24
Texas
5
7
417
3
• Wedneidar's Gamei
Toronto 7. Baltimore 1
Seattle 5. Oakland 4
New York 5. Cleveland 0
Detroit 1. Kansas City 3. 10
Innings
Texas 4. Boston 3
California 9. Minnesota 2
Thursday's Games
Kansas City iSaberhagen 0-0, at
Detroit Petry 2.01
Baltimore
McGregor I-21 at
Toronto iClancy 0-11
Texas *lough 1.11 at Boston
, Boyd 0-1
Chicago t Dotson 1.1 •
at Milwaukee tCocanower 0-11
New York i Rawley 0-1 / at
Cleveland ijeifroat 0-151. Int
Friday's Games
Kansas City at Cleveland
California at Toronto
.Seattle at Milwaukee. Int
Oakland at Boston, In/
Chicago at Detroit. I n
Texas at New York, on
Minnesota at Baltimore n

Our $6.76 coupon
for 9 pieces of chicken
should have been

MasterCard

ti
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Two of the coupons in our Wednesday's newpoper insert
were printed inCorrectly:Our goof is your gain!

formance in Shelby outstanding shooter'."
State's last game of the
Mb.cklin is the fifth
regular season against Racer signee and the
Jackson State.
MSU staff hopes ,to sign
Said .Ron Greene,' at least two more before
MSC coach, about his the end of next week
latest recruit:
"Zedrick does not
Pipes
know the limits of his
Accessories
athletic ability yet. He's
15 Blends of
still learning things
Pipe Tobacco
about this game and he
The Smoke Shoppe
keeps getting better.
614 S. 4th St.
He's got excellent size Murray, Fain Ins.
Bid-

SCOREBOARD

ilajor League Baseball

THUIRSI)A1'. APRIL _19. 1984

OOPS! Our printer goofed!

recruiting season and Incluti4ng a 45-point per- -fbr a guard and he's an

Athletic Director
Johnny Reagan said,
"We are tremendously
pleased to have Carol
join our program. She's
not only a talented
athlete, but a quality
person as well. We're
looking forward to having her with us for the
next four years.°
In other MS.0
recruiting, the Racers
announced the signing
of an outstanding junior
college guard, Zedrick
Macklin.
A 6-5, 175-pound
guard, Macklin was an
All-Region selection at
Shelby State Community College in Memphis,
Tenn.
_ •
He averaged 19.5
points, 7 rebounds and 4
assists per game in
-leading Shelby State to a
17-9 record and the West
Division Championship
of the Tennessee Junior
College Athletic Conference last season.
Macklin scored in
double figures in 24 out
of 25 games last season

4 Timt:s

Across from,(Jodi Ws

• •
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button for privacy. White, #43-501.
Brown, #43-502 FCC- ,e9istered

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Mat*Store Or,Dealer Nearest You

A DIVISION OF TANDy CORPORATION

753-2617
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•CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
lega

1

Leg

2

a

PI.BLIC NOTICE
Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a
public hearing on May 8. 1g84 at 1:00 P.m.

"

_

Notice

16. Home Furnishings
6. Help Wanted
24 Miscellaneous
freltrkirtrO1or
25
41CHILDCARE in Our
home. Daily-5 days a Console T.V., SS/ week. TRI-STATE Satellite
week. Beginning June Rudolph Goodyear, 753- Sales. 11 ft. system

Register Now
For The FREE
Drawing at the

completely installed,
1st. Must have own 0595.
transportation and -re- BRASS bed, king size, $1,785. We service what
ferences. Call 753-3493 complete with firm we sell. 903-642.0295, 315
in the County Judge:Executive's office for
PET PEN
after 6p.m.
orthopedic mattrest __Ty.s_on Ave., Paris,
the purpOse or receiving comments and
set, never used, still in Term
1101
Story
Ave.
suggestions with regard to the expenditure
NOW taking ap• carton. Cost $800. Must
Drawing held
of approximately $312.000`expected to be
plicatIons for waiters. sell... $350 cash. 26. TV -Radio
Sat.. April 21st
Apply between Paducah, 898-7513.
received from the Commonwealth of Ken2p.m.-3p.m. Granny's
tucky for County Road Aid for Fiscal Year
Prizes Include:
SATELLITE TELEVISION
Restaurant, N. 16th St.. 19. Farm Equipment
19S4-S5.
Rabbit and 5 gallon
Murray.
Installed, sales tax and
InterTRACTOR,
1964
aquarium with
labor included. 9 ft.
NOW accepting ap- national Moline. front
George H. Weak.
spun dish $1549. 12 ft.
'10 in fish.
power
"loader,
end
plications for assistant
County .Judge Exei Lit t\ e
Mesh Star Dish $1995.
manager position. Send steering, back hoe set
WOOD TV
resume- to Keven up. 489-2775.
WELCOME to 'the serFulton, Ky. 472-3704
Allbritten,
1111
ChestDeere
4240
JOHN
of
the LAKE vices
Notice
2 ,Notice
2
LAND APOSTOLIC nut, Murray or call tor 570 hours • like new.
CHURCH Sundays at 759-4695 between 2 and 4 1973 International 2 ton 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
GLIDDEN Spread Wall
p.m.
truck w/hoist, 18,000
10:00AM and 6:00PM at
paint. $699 per gallon
The Murray
Kermit Hol- 12x65 WINCHESTER 2
Sycamore and South PROCESS MAIL! $75 miles Call
for white and stock
Ledger & Times
15th Street. Also Search per hundred!' NO ex- land, McKenzie, Tenn. BR. 114 baths, a fine
-1F-oloi•-se-1;000 -ctilors
quality bujlt home.
The Scriptures broad- perience. Part or full 1-901-352-3881.
available. Color extra
Business Hours
Total utility bills this
cast on WSJP radio 'time. Start im- 600 FORD Tractor with
Blacks Decorating
plow, disk, cultivator- Jan. $110. Set up and
Are:
9:30AM. For informa.Center, 701 S 4th St.
mediately. Details send
and tobacco setter. skirted in Riviera Cts.
tion call 759-1602. _ •
self-addressed stamped
Monday-Frid,ay
Call 753-9445 nights.
******* **
436-5498.
envelope to CR1-N41.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
ARTHWAY Precision 762-6287 days. Ask for
FL.
Stuart,
9014,
Box
Happy
•
Bunny shaped ice
Garden Seeder. Plants Dan.
Saturday
33495.
28 different vegetable 1976 NEW MOON, mobile
cream cakes
• Birthday
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
seeds. _$36.99. Wallin home, 14x65, semi RESPONSIBLE lady to
10.95
furnished, central air and
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
•
Ricky
live in with invalid lady
heat. 12x30 add on room
1890's Ice
room board and salary. PARMALL Cub with and carport. Call
*********
48" cut mower and disk.
Cream Parlor
759-1661. '
1-901-232-8547.
Free
SALES PRO.. Prestige 435-4422.
753-3604
1980 12x60 2 BR all
manufacturer seeks 4- REAR Tine Tillers. electric, furnished, new
I
a
Space
sales representatives. Briggs Statton engine, 3 queen size waterbed, in
WE BUY
We offer challenge in- forward speeds and excellent condition. Call
Available
BARGAIN BATTERIES
dependence__Isigh earn- reverse, S-h.p.4529.99, 8 437:4370 before -3p-.m
CARS
USED
ing potential, incentive h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
515 W Exchange
to hold your Yard
1983 BUCCANEER
and benefits. Manage- Tiller, 5 h.p. chain
See
14x70 3 BR. 2 Baths.
Sales, Bel Air
ment opportunity. drive. $279.99. Wallin
Must sell 759-1159.
Cali 753 3711
Max Morris
Center Parking Lot.
Flexible hours. Call Hardware, Paris, Tit_
1984__COUNTRY .Manor.
'between
flam:
--10a.m.
Call for reservaat
14x64, 2 BR, furnished,
GLASS Work. All kinds
443.6460 for Interview. 20. Sports Equipment
tions prior to April
excellent condition. Can
of glass and glass
E.O.E.
DWAIN
30 CAL. Winchester,
*replacement work.
23rd.
WANTED.: Ex-, mint condition, will be seen at C-4 Coach
'store fronts, auto glass.
TAYLOR
perienced Scanner consider trading for 410 Estates or call after
753-6926
5p.m. 753-3557.
.storm windows and
Operator -familiar with
Shotgun In same. AMERIAN Pride 14X.doors repaired. patio
,
65
CHEVROLET operation and main- Pump
753-2992.
door, glass mirrors and
mobile home, partly furtenance of DS701 ScanUNNY Acres Nursery
plate and window glass
753.2617
U.S. 641 S.
nished, has nice outside
ner, Also Dot Etcher 2 2 . Musical
°M and G Glass, Budding now has tomatoes,
awning. Can-be seen anyPLASTERCRAFTS and capable of using both ANTIQUE organ,
bedding
and
peppers
Center.
Dixieland
'16,
ex- time at A-14. Fox
Open 9-5. Wicker has moved to wet and dry _etching cellent condition. 753- Meadows.
plants
753-0180
Mon -Sat. 753-3619. '901 Uncle Jeff's. Natural techniques. Must have 3229.
MOBILE Home Royal
North John.nv Easter Baskets from 50 minimum of 3 years
Duke 1976 14x70, 3 BR, 2
cents. 10 story bird experience. Call 801,972- 24. Miscellaneous
'
Robertson Rd
Cocktail
IAN.
baths, 6 acres,' well,%
5954.
cages.
ATARI 5200 with 4 20x20 Shed, fine graden,
Lounge. formerly
cartridges. $135. Call fruit trees, grapevines,
9, Situation Wanted
Green Apple It.
Have
762-4798.'
wood. $24.500. Will finWANT job caring for
Jim Suiter & Jerry
now has a )riveCAMPER top for 1981 ance 1/3 down or would
Harley
or
hospitalized
anyone
Henry will be in our
homebound. Have 15atsun long bed truck. lease for 3 years. Would
In Wind6w, Open
Hare
showroom from
transportation and re- - slightly damagect_Baby .sell land.'separate. Beat 11 a.m.. Close
deliver an Easter
ferences. 3 years ex- crib, play pen, stroller. tween Puryear and
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
perience. Willing to excellent condition. Paris. 901-642-2099.
12 p.m. Cheap
Basket personally
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
work 7a.m. to 4p.m. Four wicker and NICE well kept 12x60 2
Beverages.
to a special soPURDOM
Monday through Fri- chrome chairs. Re. BR mobile home. a.c.,
meone for'Easter.
Hwy. 641
day. Call 753-7129 after stored -antique barber refrigerator and .stove
MOTORS, INC.
chair. Call 759-9757. included. Also 2 pre-fab
Sp.m.
Puryear, Tenn.
MEMORIES
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
After 5p.m. 753-1960.
concrete steps. $4,200 or
FOR Sale Sears Riding best reasonable offer.
10. Business Opportunity
Dixieland Center
Mower, 36" cut. 10 h.p., Call 759-4579.
753-9555
7.000 SQUARE Ft. electric
start, good
P FICHAsE
idi'
building.
commercial
or
come by!
Calf 753-3108 28. Mobile Homes for Rent,
-'Production Call for
heat and air, paved condition.
Seafood
after 5p.m.
tree brochure 502-247
3 BEDROOM trailer for
parking lot. $32,000
FOR sale 1,000 gal. rent. Keniana $150 a
Buffet
435-4526.
•
water tank, factory month. Call 436-5364.
built. Good condition. TRAILER (or rent.
Fish, Frog Legs, 15. Articles for Sale
Brandon Dill, Dill's
Boiled Shrimp & 1'ROMAfs1 cutting Call 753-5457.
machine, branch new. LAWN. Mower battery, Trailer Ct. •
Oysters on the half
12 volt, $24.99 exchange.,
Locksmith .technical
30. Business Rentals
shell.
course. Small motor Wallin Hard-Ware;
Paris.
Fri. & Sat.
repair technical course
including all tools. 753- MARINE Battery, 27
4:30-9:00
Mini
series. 105 amp. $49.99
6260. •
exchange. Wallin
Warehouse
QUASAR
Video
ReY
H
A
Z
C
K0
Hardware, Paris.
Storage Space
Hwy. 303 Cuba. Ky. corder with remote MURRAYRiding Lawn
control. $8/week..
Phone 382-2208
For Rent
Conversions
I
Mower.11
h.p.,
very
Rudolph Goodyear. 753good condition. Call
753-1492
0595.
par-4VA
or
full
do
Will
435-4403.
Help Wanted
6
16. Home Furnishings
NEW and used Air
tial van or truck
COMMERICAL build2 LONG haul truck
RUST recliner and ex- Compressors. Dill ing. 901 Coldwater
conversions.
drivers. Must be at ercise bench. 753-6815.
Electric. Call 753-9104.
Road. Ideal -location for
lease 23 years old with 2
SATELLIT.t doctors office or other
years experience and
SYSTEMS.
10
ft.
Call
type of business. For
good driving record.
Fiberglass KLM5 Re- more
CRYTS
information. call
Call- 901-642-8216 or. 901ceivers.
$1,550
installed.
Moore
Steve
USED OFFICE
502-236-2158 nights.
642-6737. Paris, Tn.
436-2835.
[lays 502-236-3158.
FURNITURE
NEED A 'Job? This is
753-8107
SMALL retail Bait and
Wood or metal desks Ex
IA*
for real! I guarantee to
tackle
store
32. Apts for Rent
'
:
It4
4;17a
"
- r send you 60 addresses ecutive or Secretarial and equipment.inventory
Every1202'2
Chairs, Tables, files.
and telephone numbers
thing goes together. Call 1 AND 2 BR apts. near
storage
cabinets.
downtown Murray. 753of working Alaskan
436-2102.
bookcases, conference
4109, 762-6650 or
companies. Information
SEASONED
hickory,
tallres part cabinets and
436-2844.
is based on 5 yrs.
oak, mixed hardwoods,
much more
personal experience
$30/rick delivered. 1 BR furnished apt. in
working in Alaska. InUsed but nice!
Mth. order-2 ricks. Call quiet established, residential neighborhood.
formation cost. $10.
John Boyer at 753-0338.
1016 Jefferson St.
No pets. $200 month.
Alaska Addresses. P.O.
TRUCK topper for long
Phone 753-1222. Bill
Box 7. Clinton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
bed pickup. Call 753Kopperud.
42031.
302-442-4302
0487 after 5p.m.
1 RR Jake front apt. in
Panorama, Shores. Appliance furnished.
Lease deposit and references required. 436I'LL BET YOU
I DIDN'T MEAN TI-1E
2484 after 5p.m.
CAN'T EAT
2 BR apt. near down61.1GAR,11-1E MUSTARD
town, stove and reALL THAT
AND THE KETCN/JP
frigerator furnished.
TOO!
Call 753-6429 after 5p.m.
FURNISHED or unfurnished apts. Ef•
ficiency. one or two
bedroom also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
ONE BR furnished apt.
1604 Miller. Available
May 1st. 753-5898.

37. Livestock-Supplies
37. Livestock-Supplies
WANT .to buy . 2 BR FOR Sale Registered 14.BLACK Angus
house in or close to Polled Hereford bulls, Calves, 3.00 to 400
Murray. Send response 13 to 16 months old. Rex pounds. 435-4141.
to P.O.. Box_ 1040H, Robinson,.Puryear.
Tenn. 901-247-5487.
Murray.
41. Public Sales
41. Public Sales
36. For Rent or Lease
GARAGE
3 STALL Body Shop for
34. Houses for Rent

rent. Eddie
759-4541.

37. Livstock-Supplies
Stales.
Horses boarded. Stalls

IkT6GgIVOOD

CUBA RESTAURANT

•

Johnson Blvd.
Murray

BEETLE BAILEY

Oax
LAuxee

or pasture space
available. $20 per
month.. 753-3010 alter
6p.m.

41. Public Sales

APRIL
FLEA MARKET
300 pieces
old furniture. Walnut,
Oak,
Mahogany. Desks,
Chairs, Tables,
Halltrees, old tools.
KEEN'S
6 miles South of
Mayfield Highway
45.South.

4 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-Dark
1614 Calloway
Motorcycle,
guitar, glassware, truck,
trailers, odds &
ends.

HOW'S THE
STEW?

JUST
LIKE
MOTHS?
USED TO
MAKE

,IN THAT CASE,
I'LL TRY IT

I MEANT
MOTHER

MY

OSTEN
TO THE
13656AR.-

1/0

HE'S NOT A
BE6G4R.HE'S
A CRAZY.'

Sat April 21st
8
Between Puryear and Paris
off '641 Hwy. Look -loi
signs
901-642-2099
Offering for sale over 200
Avon bottles. Milk bottles,
fruit pars old bottles. 1,000
tires $1 each, wheels
some old tools, old knives
old Elgin watch. Old money.
3 VW bugs, trailer and 6
acres Lots of stuff
Moving

MOVING
SALE
All Day Saturday Only
Hwy. 121 in Bermefield
Subdivision near Coun
ty- Line.
Good clothes, 7-9 Lots
of men lab clothes. TV,
record player, lamp. pic
ture frames, stove.
dishes. Too many things
to list

of Coldwater.
Glassware, Avon
Bottles, clothes,
appliances, etc.

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
8-?
12
Hwy 464, /
mile East of
Kirksey.

Fri. & Sat.
8-4 p.m. Only
Absolutely no sales
before 8 a.m. 121
South to Locust Grove
Rd. Turn right, follow
signs
Ken Holland prints.
Dresden plate quilt.
-curlers.
clotheS
bedspread, household
items.

Children's
clothing, nice FP
toys,. couch &
chair, misc.
Cancel if rains.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 380.75
Opened
Today
385.00
Up
4.25

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9.20
Opened
9.40
Today •
Up
.20
Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

• 41.
....

NOM

*House Plants
*Hanging Baskets •
*Bedding Plants
*Vegetable Plants

•••

*Fruit Trees *Shade Trees
*Shrubs *Azaleas
*Roses California #1 Hybrid Tea

OPEN 7 DAYS 901-782-3406
HUTCHENS PLANT FARMS
GREEN HOUSES

it•

t

lasted erft..0f 0010•1 a/WO
51 1,0,0 .00St /1 Snit low
to lona to 5 .
lei /0 I 01.11

.
ailienie•so

Antique furniture, oak dresser, oak dry sink, tin door pie safe,
wash stand, old odd vanities, large poster bedroom suite, cedar
wardrobe, nice 5 drawer chest, walnut chest, spool be& kitchen
cabinet, small wicker table, 4 dining chairs, cider mill, good %vood
cook stove. 2 bedrog4n suites-one king size, bunk beds, baby bed.
3-air conditioners, couch & chairs, coffee & end tables, like new
electric double oven stove,roirigerators, other staves, automatic
washer & dryer, small tables, table lamps, oil lamps, some good
glass & china, pots & pans, 5-gal. stone jar, old Netro Hunter shot
:
gun, old coins, like new 360 Honda motor cycle, good 250 Honda
3-wheeler, good 3-Paint tractor seeder, new Wrenches, one lot of
hand & garden tools,. some nice ceiling lights. cornme-retat-buffer.
There is more merchandise to come in that 1 haven't seen. Many
items not listed, will be an all day sale. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch a% ailable. Watch next weeks paper for a good sale
in Puryear for antique furniture & good Wass.

For more information and your auction needs Call
433-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Terry Paschall - App. Auctioneer

2 BR. appliances fur- •
nished, low utilities,
near Downtown. 7532888.

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

OLIVE BOULEVARD
Two or three bedroom house.
Dining room, large eat in kitchen bath and 'A, 2 car garage,
10x24 screened in patio. Home
is in excellent condition, well
scarr
---neighbot -

-759-1707
753-7249
PETE WALDROP BROKER

• -•

C-1 Coach
Estates
8-5
Rain or Shine.

Saturday April 21st at 10:00 A.M. At the Dan Miller
Auction Barn/
1
2 mile north of-Lynn Grove, Ky. on
Highway 893 from Murray take 94 West to Lynn
Grove, from Mayfield take 121 toward Murray.
Watch for Auction Signs.

207.MAPLE

HE WAP.41.

Friday
April 20th

Friday &
Saturday
April 20 & 21
Hwy 1836, North

AUCTION SALE

hood.
S. PAT.WALPROP_BEN-T
A HAND-OUT-

SALE

YARD
Sale

GARAGE SALE

34. Houses for Rent

7BLONDIE

Morgan.

\MI

Approx. 5000 sq. ft. 4 bedroom
home recently redecorated, all
new appliances newjy decorated
kitchen. In addition to above it has
a.3 bedroom Apartment, presently renting for $150 month and a
efficiency Apartment upstairs rennPbe$76 rtei
ly well kept. _

BROAT WALDROP REALTY
- 759-1707
PETE WALDt1 P

753-7249

•••••.•
'..sar-vrovveros

.4)
.4-4.1hrcliFfax
-

00/111100111iliad1e
-1.40.16Cr-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
38. Pets-Supplies

38. Pets -Supplies

AKC German Shepherd
puppy, also guard dogs.
1464-2153.
AKC Registered
Keeshond puppies. 10
weeks old. Shots anct
wormed. 527-8131.
AKC Registered
Bassett Hound Cocker
Spanial puppies. Ready
for Easter. 753-5666.

i=1
ac7:121ri
AKC Yorkshire Terrier 10
puppies'. Be ready April blacktop,,(Ky. 19181
21st. $150 each. Call Kirby Jennings Trail
near Hamlin. Only 1
489-2651.
mile from lake. Priced
ALL breed grooming at $8,500. Call 753-7531.
and boarding. Free
pickup and delivery. AURORA one to 10
Reasonable rates. Sue acres wooded Kentucky
Lake area, from $3,995,
Lovell, 489-2856.
nothing down. from $39
month, for home.
mobile home, free in41.Public Sales
formation phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
FLEA MARKET

41. Public Sales

GARAGE
SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
8-5
Roy Graham Rd.
Children's
clothes
and
other items.

0`.1VELPIr

American
Pottery Special
(Over 100 Pcs.)

Draffenville
Flea Market

All Day
Saturday
1627 Loch
Lomond
In-side if it rains.
Furniture, moped
bicycle.

Co-Op Garage
Sale
1522 London
In Canterbury
8:30 a.m.
Saturday
Antiques, chairs, oak chest.
white chest, file cabinet,
girl's bike. cqllector's
plates, baby and children's
clothes, toys, feeding table.
changing table, slide trays,
photo dryers. more

Fri. & Sat.
1409 Sycamore
New fishing supplies, gym trunks,
warm-up suits and
cAothes.
Hand
crafts,
potted
plants,
dishes,
quilts and antiques,

206 S. 9th St. 3 BR frame
home across from
hospital. TVA insulation, appliances. 7 percent loan Call MurrayCalloway ..Ca....-Realty
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
3 litt house and lot.
Hwy. 299, 14 mile north
of Kirk sey. Call
489-2653.
ASSUMABLE VA loan.
Fixed 11% percent interest. 7 room brick.
Fenced yard. Call owner; 753-7217.

Salt & Pepper

STROUT
REALTY

Lou Ann PhIpot753-8843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5616'
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray. Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
hicahsed & Bonded

FOR Real Service in
Real Estate, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main. We work at
your convenience.
Phone 753-1222.

Price
Reduced •
100 ACRES

TIMBERLAND

OWNER WANTS
OFFER

C.O.
BONDURANT
REALTY
753-3460

TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE
•Only One In This Section Of The Country
'Carpet Dry In /
1
4 to Y2 Hour
Call Today For Our Low-Low

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
We Clean With

TENDER LOVING CARE
References

759-1834

PRE-SEASON SALE

ft

D18 Martin Guitar,
like new condition.
Will sacrifice, $600
or best offer. Call
Friday or weekend,
436-2196.

dock, much, much
more. $29,500.
Owner (Toby) will
be on property
April '16th thru
20th. 436-5548'or

Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased prior to pool opening and
save $15.00.
- Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes - $30.00.
Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10th -&-Payrie Sts:, phOne
753-7640.

Area Manufacturer
Has Openings
For Experienced
Tool and Die Makers.
Please submit resume and salary
requirements to:
P.Q. Box 1040J
Murray, KY 42071
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MONEY, TRAINING
ADVANCEMENT, CAREER
You can have all
the above in the
KENTUCKY ARMY
NATIONAL GUARD
Minimum qualifications are:
AGE - Minimum 17 with parents consent; maximum.35 without prior military
service; with prior service 45.
PHYSICAL - In good health and pass a
physical exam - at no cost to you
APTITUDE - MUST TAKE TEST AND
PASS
EDUCATION - Completed the 9th grade
(minimum three credits)
-14-yrz iniryou
takek-eall
your
NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
-

FOR Sale/Rent. 28
acres, 3 BR, Ky. Lake
area. $250 Month. 901232-8661.
GOOD Loca,tion in town.
Reduced price. Possible
owner financing. 7532798 or 753-0180.
UNDER Construction.
new 3 BR. 2 bath home
with 2 car garage on
Brookhaven Dr., west of,
Gatesborough Subd.
Also nice lot in Canterbury Subd. Call 753-3903
after 4p.m.

47. Motorcycles

50. Used Trucks
1972 FORD truck with
camper. Call 753-9915
after 4p.m.
1974, CHEVROLET
Pickup, 1969 Ford Van
489-2399 after 6p.m.
1977 CHEVY -Van, V-8
automatic, new radials,
new battery. Best offer.
436-2906.
1979 FORD Ranger 4
Wheel Drive, short
wheel base, p.a., p.b.,
air. $4,800 firm.
759-4663.
1980 SILVERADO and
two XL-125 Hondas. Call
435-4200.

ITOZDEI
rcn Oa_

1980 HONDA 650
Custom, like new with
extras. Call 492-8495
'after 6p.m.
1982 1
HONDA 3Wheeler, very good
condition. Call 492-8554
after 6p.m.
• 1982 750 GPZ Kawaski,
black, 2.900 miles. $2,
150. After 4p.m.
753-416t.
1982 HONDA Custom
250 motorcycle. Men's
12 speed bicycle. 7626703.
1983 200 ATC Honda
3-Wheeler. 1981 YZ60
Yamaha. 1977 MR250
Honda Dirt Bike. Call
753-9915 after 4p.m.,
1983 650 .NIGI4THAWK,
700 miles, $2,250. 4374963 after 3p.m.

,
SI, I I., NNW

'5599°0

Short
Bed, 5-Spited. Radial
Tires. Tint Glass,
Carpeting, Side Vent
Windows, much more.
2 yr. 2400 mile drive,
train warranty, lowest
priced new truck in
America.

Carroll-Mazda
753-8850

48. Auto Services
1969 JEEP Commando
4x4. V6 enkine, $150.
Both front and rear
ends, $400. Top $75. 3
speed transmission, $75.
Seats. $40. 1968 FORD
truck: new overhauled
360 engine, $550 "Installed". 3 speed overdrive transmission, $75
White spoke wheels,
$75. Radiator, $35. Rear
End. $60. Fenders, $40
each. Grill, $30. Chrome
bumpers, $40 each. 1967
CHEVY truck: complete body, $300. Rear
end, $ 4 0 . 1 9 7 2
CHEVELLE: fenders.
$35 each, doors, $35
each, windshield, $35
Radiator, $36. Rear end,
$35. 4 SPEED Plymouth
transmission, $50. 1964
CHEVY truck 34. $500.
1967 INTERNATIONAL
4x4: front and rear
ends. $400. 350 and 400
TURBO transmissions
for most GM cars, $175
installed. WART to buy
heavy duty winch. ALI,
parts guaranteed. Can
install all parts. Phone
753-6802.. 9-9, Ask for'
Floyd.

`celnit Reconoitione

52. Boats-Motors
15 FT.Invader Ski Boat
with trailer, 85 h p
Mercury 0/B, vests.
skis. Must see. 753-8824.
1969 RIVERIA Cruiser
Pontoon, 24 ft. with 40
h.p. Evinrude motor.
Call 759-1596 or 753-2486.
SAILBOAT for sale, 17
ft. 0-Day Day Sailer,
exce‘ient condition
w/tr.
ler. 1666 Ryan
Ave.
TROLLING motor,
good condition. Call
753-0487 after 5p.m.

Auto Batteries.
guaranteed! $15 exar
Ti Cal 3-3711.

4

New Ina iiffed .parts and
service at reasonable
prices Call 474-2325

PAINTING

759-1050

.53. Services_ Offered

PASCHALL CARPET
Just Received 6 Trader Was Big Sate -While Supply lasts12 h Outside Grass Carpet
'2" sq
12 ft Printed Kitchen Carpet
'3" sq
12 It Heavy Commercial Jute Back or Action
'5" so_
12 Ft Heavy Hilo Shag Jute Back or Action
'6" `13" sq
12 h. Heavy Plush Shag
front '7"'11" sq
12 h Heavy Shag or Fat Rubber Batk
Only '5" kq
15 it Commerical Rubber Back
sq
Good
Pad
75' so
Decorator Quality At Discount Prices
'Compare To Carpets Selling At Twice The Prices
Many. Many Colors And Styles To Choose From

S
•

yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
Yd

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

PASCHALL CARPET

7116

RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • OM • Walnut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
•IKITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES •
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop 11y a See Ow Diewley •

•
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
•
••
•••
•••
•
•
•
••••
•••• •

50% OFF EVERYTHING

8 Marrs South of Murray. Ky on 641 Between Hazel. BY
and Puryear Tenn.
Open 8-5 6 Days 901-498-8963

STARKS HARDWARE

1,t
•v!ClvS

12th & Poplar
..

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

•

Wood

Design,Al

Types of CustomWoodworking & Cabinetry
'Kitchen and Bath Cabinets •Counter Tops

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Work Guaranteed
World of Soured

•Furniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
Commercial and

*FREE ESTIMATES*

Reieldential

Quality Work
'RICK WEST
at
435-4125
Reasonable Prices
753-9317

APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service. 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 7 5 3 - 88 86
(home).
BLOCK Building.
basements, garages.
footing, floors, driveways. Also brick work.
large or small jobs. 24
years experience. 7535476.

•

$4.)

222 S. 12th St.

•

753-51165

IN ALCOA
sootte-,7 S_OCt
VINYL SIDING
-

LOOK HOW THESE AMAZING VINYL PRODUCTS
SAVE YOU MONEY!

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim wort
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

Patio Covers
and Aluminum
Carports

Does Not Peel,
Flake, Corrode or Rust.
Does Not Dent
Like Metalhigh impact resistance.

Never Needs
Does Not Absorb
Point or Retain Moisture
durability is built
like wood or
in, not painted on. sweat like metal.

LLL Dosing Back
Hole and septic tank
work. 354-8161 after
8p.m. or 354-8138 or
U7-4533.
CARPENTER 26 years
experience. Additions,
repairs. carports, remodeling, interior and
exterior. Call W.A. for
estimates. -Farmington.
345-2024.

A

Easy To Clean with sponge and
soapy water, or
simply hose down.

Solid Color
Clear Through 40 times thicker
'than a coat of point.
INV
44;

ga

KU I

Does Not Support
Combustion.

Resists Damaging Muffles Outside
Effects of acids,
Noises-assures
Completely
Does Not Conduct salt water, ash, a quieter, more
covers split
Electricity or
rain, oil, etc.
livable home.
warped, faded or
Attract Lightning.
peeled
Insulates
Goes Up Easily
outside walls.
against
over wood,
enld or heat. absestos,
stucco.
Receive
or masonry walls.

full line of John Deere equipment, new & salvage
parts for major brand tractors, tire repair &
welding. We have mechanics on duty six days a
week and are happy to work on form equipment.
Remember nothing runs like a deer, come out
and see for yourselves, Saturday, April 21st. FREE
REFRESHMENTS.

FREE
During Month Of
April With
Purchase of
Vinyl Siding
CHOICE OF:

B & W Equipment Co.
Dover.
Tenn 615-232 5151
5 miles from Dover on Hwy 79

o PIONEER"
CAR STEREO

Stays
beautiful
wherever you live.

4 Pr. Vinyl Shutters
100' Alum. Gutter
4 Alum. Storm Windows

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

•FREE ESTIMATE
•NO OBLIGATION
•NO MONEY DOWN

ENO HOUSE PAINTING FbREVER

Old Ky. Pioneer.
- Inventory Sale
_

53. Services Offered
TREE Work, complete
removal topping or trimming, experienced, reasonable rates. 753-0211.

BELCHER
OIL.

Come Out Saturday, April 21st For The Big
John Deere Opening And Sale At B & W
Equipment At Dover, Tenn.
See the skydiver show at 12:30
We're trading everyday for used farm machinery.
Let us trade you a Big Green Machine. Also
trading for lawn mowers, tillers & chain saws. A

r

53. Services Offered

LAWN mowing and
maintenance. We are
looking for new residential, commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go with the
Aluminum and Vinyl
INSULATION blown in professionals. Excellent
by Sears. TVA ap- references. Countryside
siding and Aluminum
proved. Save on those Nursery. 753-3188.
trim foe ell houses. It
high heating and cool
stops pointing.
NEED
work
on
your
ing bills Call Sears
Jack Glover
753-2310 for free trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
753-1873
estimates.
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro- WET BASEMENT/ We
fessional tree care. make wet basements
dry. .Work completely
Spring is near. For 753-0338.
guaranteed. Call or
all your painting
write Morgan ConlevigetIon-Reeideneiel
needs call Ralph
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
CAMPBELL WELL
409A, Paducah. Ky.
Worley for early apDRILLING
-42001 or call 1-442-7026.
McKenzie. In
pointments.
All
WILL break and disk
Celt
Collect
work guaranteed.
,.
901-362-3671
Of
gardens. 753-5463
Ky. Watts
901-362-6704
Over 16 years ex753-0144. Free Estimates
perience.
1-800-247-2545
SandWILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
blasting
also
or 753-0212.
MALONE'S Remodel- masonary sand. coal.
available.
ing from ground to roof Call Roger Hudson.
CONCRETE work
top. Phone 492-8183. 753-4545 or 7566783.
Complete jobs and free
Evenings 436-2107.
56 . Free Column
estimates. Call Joe
LEE'S CARPET MOODY'S Welding
Chambers, 341.2758.
CLEANING. Murray's Fabrication, Lawn 3 MONTH old puppy
PENCE sales at Sears only professional
Car- Mower, Tiller Repair female to good home.
now. Call Sears 753-2310 pet Cleaning
Company and Sharpening. Or- Part German Shepherd
for free .estimate for with over
and Lab. Has had shots.
12 years namental Iron. 753-5868.
your needs.
continuous local service NEED Home Repairs? Very lovable. Call after
GENERAL HOME using the most powerful Call Jim's
Handyman 1p.m. 753-5683.
REPAIR. 15 years ex- cleaning system made. Home Repair
Service. FREE Easter kittens.
perience. Carpentry. Hundreds of satisfied 1-474-8881.
Large variety. 753-8838.
concrete, plumbing, repeat customers.
rooflag._ sliding. _NO_Licensed -and Insured.
JOB TO SMALL. Free We move the furniture
estimates. Days /53- free. Free estimates, 24
6973, nights 474-2276.
hour service, 753-5827.
GUTTERING by Sears. LICENSED_ Electrician
I
(-US I OM KI I CHLN
Sears continuous gut- for residential and
ters installed for your commercial. Heating
& CUSTOM WOODWORKINti
specifications. Call and air condition, gas
•
Sears 753-231d for free installation and repair.
•
estimate. '
Phone 753-7203.
SOLID WOOD CAJIIINETS •

BASEMENT house, 4 1978 CHEVROLET
rooms, fully carpeted. 'Malibu. 759-1125.
1978 FORD Granada 2
753-6166.
:
Chimney
dr., red, air, p.s., p.b.,
Covers Bird
13Y owner, 3 BR, 1% small V-8, 56,xxx iles;
'bath, 1,800 sq. ft., den, one owner, clean.
!
\1111
.°
'4
- - 10% Discount
central h/a, wood $1,800. Hatcher Auto
-. - On Any
stove, eat-in kitchen, Sales. 753-4961.
- - Chimney Sweeping
fenced backyard. R-39 1979 BLACK and silver
During Awl
insulation, quiet Trans. Am. automatic.
neighborhood. For ap- t-top, AM-FM cassette,
pointment call 759-1938 cruise control, 46,xxx
after-5p.m.
753-3445
actual miles. 753-6244
FOR Full Time Rear after 5p.m.
762-4792
Estate Service, Contact 1979 228 4 speed, all
KOPPERUD REALTY. options, $5,400. Days, APPLIANCE
repair
753-1222. We cuirently 753-4320.• After -5p.m._ weak
all brands
have over 160 properties 759-4621.
Specia ze in Tappen
1982 COUGAR XR7; Call
for sale.
753-5341 or 354-6956
excellent condition. 1978 Earl
Lovett
Honda 185 Twinstar.
435-4592.
Near Murray, 2
1982 OLDS Cutlass
BR modern year
PAIN ING
Supreme Sedan. p.s.,
around home on
p.b., cassette. 33,xxx
approximately 1 Y2
miles. 753-4186.
LOdAL 1977 Thunder- INTERIOR
acres at Ky. Lake,
bird, extra clean. $2,500. EXTERIOR
125 ft. long boat
1803 College Farm Rd.
PAINTING

219-992-3738.

759-9754

1973 Cadillac,
very good condition. Must sell,
$1,000 or best ofter. Runs excellent.

53. Services Offered

absolutely loaded, All makes and models.
21.xxx miles. new truck (Authorized Service on
trade in. Hatcher Auto Montgomery Ward Appliances). Located at
Sales. 753-4981
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store.
51 . Campers
753-8506.
1979 18 FT. Fleetwing LAWN Mower and tiller
self-contained camper, repair. 3 miles south on
sleeps 6, with air and 121. 753-5088.
awning. Excellent con
dition. 753-3785.
• Texaco
21 FT. Mono Mt. Home,
Customers!
fully equipped, good
For your fuel
condition, Dodge Cha siS. Phone 753-0114
needs, call
TRAVEL Trailer, Air
conditioned, furnished,
remodeled. Call 753-5239
or 753-0346.

Chim Chim

on 121 near
Tennessee
Line

YARD
SALE

46. Homes for Sale

43. Real Estate
ii

SD. Used Truck s '53. Services Offered
49. Used Cars
PoArAt a a- 1983 TOYOTA Pickup JOE (Sonneyl McKinline, runs excellent, 4x4, black package, ney Appliance Service.

needs body work, $200.
Call after 5p.m.
753-8255.
1977 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, 305 V-8
automatic, velour Interior, loaded, 65,xxx
miles. 753-9181 or 7538124. •
1977 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic 4 -dr.
83.xxx miles, p.s.. p.b..
air, AM-FM, one owner,
extra good. $1,800. Hat45. Farms for Sale
cher Auto Sales. 75350 ACRES bottom land 4961:
with good tobacco barn 1977 DATSUN
B210
and 1 8/10 acres dark Hatchback Deluxe.
5
fired tobacco base, speed. Call 436-2619
$25,000. 40 acres of A-1 after 6p.m.
bottom farm land, $22,
1977 FIREBIRD For500. Located in the Bell
mula, silver metallic,
City area or total 90
good condition. 759-9574
acres for $45,000. Phone
or 492-8204 after 5p.m.
382-2868.

Indoor in Draffenville
U.S 68 ¼ mile West of
Purchase Parkway. 22
spaces. Wide variety.
"Crafts Welcome" Fri.,
Sat . Sun
9am-5pm
502-527-3506,

1, Tacs
Shakers

YARD
SALE

44. Lots for Sale

Clip and Mail To:

1-5 Mon.-Fri.

JACK GLOVER
ALUMINUM& VINYL
- -'
IT. 1 AL MO, KY.

1
IName
l
Address

304•N. 12th St.
753-p146

"Coupon

State

-

'Phone
11M.
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Musical-drama scheduled
at Westside Baptist Church

OBITUARIES

"Do ;You Believe In
Me.?' will be the
musical,drama of the
eatAlaxl_resorrection
of Jesus Christ to be
presented Friday, April
20. at 7 p.m. and pun.
day, April 22, at '7:30
p.m) by the music
ministry of Westside
Baptist Church.
This will be in the
church auditorium with
Tommy Seott as music
director and Cindy
Wyatt as dramatic
director.
Cast members
include:
Dane Hodges, Nancy
Bernstein.' Starr Covey,.
Teresa Gilsbn, Lisa
Reed, Mark Denham,
Gary Gresham. Randa

Mrs. Turners -Lee Dyer dies
--funeral rites Tuesday--with-d• on Saturday rites today

,Cnoningham,._
Smith, Rhonda Smith,
Jim Harryman,

___Jeanene

HONOREE) - Dwain
McIntosh presents
Ledger and Times
writer Charles Honey
with a special award
from the District III
Couchl for Advancement
and Support of Education. A collection of
works by Honey had
been submitted for consideration. The award
cites the Ledger and
Times for Exceptional
Achievement inrecognition of outstanding
coverage of higher
education.

TY
,

Kirkpatrick.

Karen Reed, David
Durham, Milly
Grisham, Carlene
Farmer, Judy Herndon.
Bill Ticknor, Kathy
Ticknor, Tommy Scott,
Sherma Scott, Johnny
Gossum,
Michael Musser. Lou
Farmer, Ronnie
Walker. Wanda Walker,
Patricia Bailey, Cindy
Wyatt, Rudell Parks,
Allan Hawkins, Charlie
Logsdon, Randy Herndon and Leslie Denham.
The church pastor.
the Rev. Don Farmer.
invites the public th
attend.

Services for Howard
The funeral for Mrs.
Tencil Turner will_be_ _Lee Dyer are today at 2
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the p.m. at the First Baptist
chapel of J.H. Churchill Church, Paris. Tenn.
The Rev. Thomas
Funeral Home.
John Dale and R.B. Walker and Charles orr
Barton will officiate. are officiating.
Pallbearers are Joe
Danny Cleaver will
direct the' singers from Kelly, Rainey Reynolds,
the Seventh and Poplar Charles Snow; Bill McCormick, Nicky Lax.
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will be George Bailey, Johnny
Vernon, James, Williams and Dr. Tom
Charles. Mike and Carl Wood.
Gantt and Robert 'Honorary pallbearers
are W.K..Porter, Esco
Rudolph.
Burial will follow in: Clifford. Paul Dodd.
the Friendship Dan Robison and the
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